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Abstract
We prove the transfer congruence between p-adic Hecke L-functions for CM fields over
cyclotomic extensions, which is a non-abelian generalization of the Kummer’s congruence.
The ingredients of the proof include the comparison between Hilbert modular varieties,
the q-expansion principle, and some modification of Hsieh’s Whittaker model for Katz’
Eisenstein series. As a first application, we prove explicit congruence between special
values of Hasse-Weil L-function of a CM elliptic curve twisted by Artin representations.
As a second application, we prove the existence of a non-commutative p-adic L-function
in the algebraic K1-group of the completed localized Iwasawa algebra.
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1 Introduction
One of the major themes of number theory is the relationship between the critical values of L-
functions of motives and the arithmetic of these motives. Iwasawa theory asserts, among many
other things, that there is an equality between the two, provided we vary both in suitable p-
adic families. A precise formulation of such an equality is called the main conjecture of
Iwasawa theory.
In traditional Iwasawa theory one works with a prime p which is ordinary for the given
motive, and an abelian p-adic Lie extension H∞ of a number field H. Let G be the Galois
group Gal(H∞/H). Given a motivic L-function, the suitably normalized critical values of
its twist by characters of G are expected to admit a p-adic analytic interpolation, and a p-
adic L-function is a p-adic analytic function defined on a certain domain that achieves this
desired interpolation. The Iwasawa main conjecture in this situation is then the assertion
that such p-adic L-function is equal to a suitably defined characteristic element of the Selmer
group of the motive over H∞.
Non-commutative Iwasawa theory proposed by [3, 7] generalizes traditional Iwasawa theory
in order to enable one to work with a possibly non-commutative p-adic Galois group G.
In this case, a characteristic element of the Selmer group of the motive over H∞ lies in
the algebraic K1 group of a suitably localized version of the Iwasawa algebra of G. Hence
we expect the p-adic L-function to be inside the same K1-group, and, at the same time,
to interpolate suitably normalized L-values. We call such p-adic L-function commutative
(resp. non-commutative) if G is commutative (resp. non-commutative). Although we have
a plenty of examples of commutative p-adic L-functions, no non-commutative examples have
yet been proven to exist for motives other than the Tate motive. For the Tate motive and
a totally real H∞, Kakde and Ritter-Weiss independently established the existence of the
non-commutative p-adic L-function and proved the associated main conjecture, assuming the
vanishing of certain µ-invariants. Their result is unconditional when the base fieldH is abelian
over Q, since the theorem of Ferrero-Wanshington proves the vanishing of µ-invariants for such
fields.
One of the key aspects of the work of Kakde and Ritter-Weiss is to formulate and prove
non-commutative generalizations of the Kummer congruence, following an idea of Kato [17].
Specifically, they list a set of congruences between commutative p-adic L-functions implied
by the existence of a non-commutative p-adic L-function, and show that in certain cases
those congruence in turn imply the existence of a non-commutative p-adic L-function. These
predicted congruences between commutative p-adic L-functions are what we shall call non-
commutative congruences.
The principal result of the present paper is Theorem 4.4.11, where we prove the trans-
fer congruence between commutative p-adic Hecke L-functions, which is one of the non-
commutative congruences. By p-adic Hecke L-function, we mean the p-adic L-function in-
terpolating Hecke L-values of p-ordinary CM fields which was first constructed by Katz, and
later studied by Hida-Tilouine and Hsieh. Our method heavily depends on the work of Hsieh,
in which the relevant Eisenstein series are constructed using Whittaker models. This is a
key difference between Hsieh’s work and the earlier ones. The theory of Whittaker models
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reduces the computation of Fourier expansion to purely local problems, and our proof cru-
cially depends on this aspect of Hsieh’s work. Furthermore, this is not only a reconstruction
of the same Eisenstein series, but the resulting p-adic L-functions in fact differ by certain
factor which is not always a p-adic unit. It seems to us that Hsieh’s method leads to the
right measure for the main conjecture. This difference is crucial for us as this factor has a
large p-adic valuation for the cases that are studied in the current paper, while it is a p-adic
unit in the earlier work [13] of Hsieh. We explain more about this in Subsection 3.8.
As a consequence of the transfer congruence, we will prove some results on the existence
of non-commutative p-adic L-functions for some p-adic Galois groups G, assuming certain µ-
invariants vanish. The argument is almost identical to [15], but our result is conditional
since we do not know the validity of the assumption on the vanishing of µ-invariants. Such a
group G shall be of the form
G = lim
←r
Gal(M(µpr ,m
1/pr)/M) (1.0.1)
where M is an imaginary quadratic field in which p splits, µpr is the group of p
r-th roots of
unity, and m is an integer. To avoid the trivial cases in which G becomes abelian, we will
always assume that m is a p-th power free integer, and m is neither 0, 1, or −1. This type of
extension is often called a false Tate curve extension. Unfortunately, even with the hypothesis
on the vanishing of µ-invariants, we need to consider the completion of the localized Iwasawa
algebra and take its K1-group, in order to produce a non-commutative p-adic L-function in
it. If we assume the commutative main conjectures in addition, then our method will produce
the non-commutative p-adic L-function which satisfy the main conjecture. For the details,
see Section 5.
We briefly outline the contents of the paper. In Section 2, we review the theory of Hilbert
modular Shimura varieties and Hilbert modular forms. It is important to choose a good
diagonal embedding between Hilbert modular Shimura varieties, so that we have controls
over the CM points and the cusps. In Section 3, we review the work of Hsieh. Although it is
clear from Hsieh’s computation, it was not explicitly pointed out in his papers that in certain
cases it is possible to improve the p-integrality of p-adic L-function constructed by Katz
and Hida-Tilouine. We explain how to modify Hsieh’s construction to obtain a p-integrally
optimal measure. Also, we reformulate the work of Hsieh in the language of Λ-adic forms.
Although we do not use any deep result about Λ-adic forms, the approach using Λ-adic forms
is more convenient when we prove the transfer congruence. Section 4 contains the proof of
the transfer congruences under the hypotheses (P) and (C), and proof of these hypotheses for
the p-ordinary CM fields of the form Q(
√−D,µpr) with r ≥ 1, D < 0. In Section 5, we explain
the consequences on the existence of non-commutative p-adic L-functions and the associated
non-commutative Iwasawa main conjecture, as well as the congruence between special values
of L-functions in concrete terms.
2 Hilbert modular forms and q-expansion principle
In this section, we review Hilbert modular forms, Λ-adic forms, and the q-expansion principle.
Also, we specify CM points on the Hilbert Shimura variety following [12], and study the
behavior of those CM points under the diagonal embedding.
2.1 Hilbert modular forms
Let Q be the field of rational numbers with a fixed algebraic closure Q. By a number field, we
mean a subfield of Q which is a finite extension of Q. We write the ring of adeles associated
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to a number field H by AH , and use the convention that if • is a set of places of H, a place
of H, or a product of these two, then A•H denotes the ring of adeles whose component at the
place dividing • equals 1. For example, A∞H denotes the ring of finite adeles. Also, if g is
an element of GL2(AH) then we use similar convention for g
•, and g• denotes the product of
all v-component of g for v dividing •.
Let F be a totally real field, and we consider the algebraic group GL2/F. Let I be the set
of embedding of F into the field of real numbers R. Let H be the complex upper half plane,
and let
X+ = H
I = {(τσ)σ∈I |τσ ∈ H}. (2.1.1)
Let GL2(R)+ be the subgroup of GL2(R) whose elements have positive determinant. Then GL2(R)+
acts on H by the linear fractional transformation[
a b
c d
]
· τ = aτ + b
cτ + d
,
[
a b
c d
]
∈ GL2(R)+, τ ∈ H. (2.1.2)
Using the identification F ⊗Q R = RI , we identify GL2(F ⊗Q R) = GL2(R)I , and de-
fine GL2(F ⊗Q R)+ = GL2(R)I+. In particular, GL2(R)I+ acts on X+ by componentwise
linear fractional transformation. Let Z[I] be the free abelian group generated by I. A typical
element m ∈ Z[I] is written as ∑σ∈I mσσ. We often write I = ∑σ∈I σ. For g ∈ GL2(R)
and τ ∈ H, we put
J(g, τ) = cτ + d. g =
[
a b
c d
]
∈ GL2(R), τ ∈ H, (2.1.3)
and for g∞ ∈ GL2(R)I and τ ∈ X+, then we put
J(g∞, τ)
m =
∏
σ∈I
J(gσ , τσ)
mσ . (2.1.4)
Now we define the space of Hilbert modular forms. Let k be an integer and K be an open
compact subgroup of GL2(A
∞
F
). Let C denote the field of complex numbers. Let GL2(F)+
be the subgroup of GL2(F) which consists of the elements with totally positive determinant.
Then GL2(F)+ acts on X+×GL2(A∞F ) from the left, GL2(A∞F ) acts on it from the right, and
the two actions commute. Precisely speaking, for α ∈ GL2(F)+, u ∈ GL2(A∞F ), and (z, g∞) ∈
X+ ×GL2(A∞F ), we define the action to be α(z, g∞)u = (αz, α∞g∞u).
Definition 2.1.5. Define Mk(K,C) to be the space of functions f : X+ × GL2(A∞F ) → C
such that
1. for each g∞ ∈ GL2(A∞F ), f( · , g∞) : X+ → C is holomorphic,
2. for each α ∈ GL2(F)+ and u ∈ K, f satisfies
f(α(z, g∞)u) = J(α, z)kIf(z, g∞). (2.1.6)
When F = Q, we add a growth condition at cusps in the definition of Mk(K,C). The growth
condition is automatically satisfied if F 6= Q by the Koecher principle, which is our main
interest in the current article.
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2.2 q-expansion of Hilbert modular forms
We first introduce some notation. For a number field H, let OH be the ring of integers
of H, and dH the absolute different of H. For our fixed totally real field F, we simply
write O = OF and d = dF. For a nonzero fractional ideal a of F, we write a
∗ = a−1d−1.
We consider the algebraic group GL2/F, and for any F-algebra R we denote by GL2(R) the
group of invertible 2× 2 matrices over R. Let V = F⊕F be the two dimensional vector space
over F, which we regard as the space of row vectors of length two. For an F-algebra R, we
let VR = V ⊗F R, on which GL2(R) acts by multiplication from the right. We also define an
action of GL2(R) on VR from the left by
g ∗ x = x · g−1det(g) (2.2.1)
for g ∈ GL2(R) and x ∈ VR. The reason for defining the above left action in this way originates
from Subsection 2.4. of [12], where the moduli problem for the Shimura variety is described
using this left action.
Let e1 = (1, 0) and e2 = (0, 1) be vectors in V so that V = Fe1 ⊕ Fe2. We denote by L
the canonical lattice Oe1 ⊕ O∗e2 of V . For a positive integer N , we define
U(N) := {g∞ ∈ GL2(A∞F )|g∞L ⊂ L, g ≡ 1 (mod N · L)}. (2.2.2)
Let K be an open compact subgroup of GL2(A
∞
F
) which is of the form
K =
∏
v<∞
Kv (2.2.3)
where v runs over the set of finite places of F andKv is an open compact subgroup of GL2(Fv).
Define
Kp =
∏
v|p
Kv (2.2.4)
to be the product of Kv with v|p. We will always assume that K ⊃ U(N) for some N , and
that Kp is equal to K
0
p which we define as
K0p := {gp ∈ GL2(Fp)|gp ∗ (L⊗O Op) = L⊗O Op}. (2.2.5)
For such an open compact subgroup K ⊂ GL2(A∞F ) we define
Kn1 = {g∞ ∈ K|gp ≡
[
1 ∗
0 1
]
(mod pn)}. (2.2.6)
Let c be a non-zero fractional ideal of F prime to pN . For each place v of F prime to pN ,
choose cv ∈ Fv such that cvOv = cv. For v | pN , let cv = 1. Write c =
∏
v cv ∈ A∞F . For a
fractional ideal a of F, denote by a+ the subset of a consisting of totally positive elements. For
any ring R and a finitely generated semigroup L ⊂ F, we write R[[qL]] for the set of formal
power series ∑
β∈L≥0
aβq
β (2.2.7)
where L≥0 = {0} ∪ (L ∩ F+). We view R[[qL]] as a ring of formal power series, where
the rule of associative and distributive multiplication is characterized by qβ1 · qβ2 = qβ1+β2
for β1, β2 ∈ F+. However, there is an exception to this, where we interpret qβ as a function.
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Given a holomorphic Hilbert modular form f ∈Mk(K,C), we consider the restriction of f to
the component X+ ×
[
1 0
0 c−1
]
, written as f |(O,c−1). Then f |(O,c−1) has Fourier expansion
f |(O,c−1)(q) =
∑
β∈(Nc)−1
≥0
aβ(f, c)q
β (2.2.8)
where we interpret qβ as a function on X+ defined by
qβ : τ 7→ exp(
∑
σ∈I
σ(β)τσ2π
√−1). (2.2.9)
The coefficients aβ(f, c) is independent of the choices for cv, and (2.2.8) is called q-expansion
of f at the cusp (O, c−1).
By the q-expansion principle, for a subring R of C, we may define
Mk(c,K,R) := {f ∈Mk(K,C)|f |(O,c−1) ∈ R[[q(Nc)
−1
]]}. (2.2.10)
Although this interpretation of qβ’s as variables in the Fourier expansion is important for
our later computation, we keep viewing R[[qL]] as a ring of formal power series because such
an interpretation is not available when we consider R[[qL]] for a ring R that is not contained
in C.
2.3 Λ-adic Hilbert modular forms
We fix an algebraic closure Qp of Qp and let Cp be the completion of Qp. Let I be the ring of
Witt vectors of an algebraic closure of the finite field of p element, and we fix an embedding
of I into Cp. We will always regard I as a subring of Cp. Also, we fix embeddings i∞ : Q →֒ C
and ip : Q →֒ C.
We say that a ring R is a p-adic ring if the natural map R→ limR/pnR is an isomorphism,
where the inverse limit is taken over the set of all positive integers n. Of course, a p-adic
ring R is a Zp-algebra. For a fractional ideal c of F prime to pN , we would like to define the
space of R-adic Hilbert modular forms which we will denote by V (c,K;R). Consider a formal
power series
f =
∑
β∈(Nc)−1
≥0
aβ(f)q
β ∈ R[[q(Nc)−1 ]]. (2.3.1)
For any Zp-algebra homomorphism
α : R→ Cp (2.3.2)
define
α(f) =
∑
β∈(Nc)−1
≥0
α(aβ(f))q
β ∈ Cp[[q(Nc)−1 ]]. (2.3.3)
We say a family Y consisting of Zp-algebra homomorphisms α : R→ Cp is Zariski dense if an
element M∈ R is determined by α(R) for α ∈ Y .
Definition 2.3.4. We say f is an R-adic Hilbert modular form, or simply an R-adic modular
form, if there is a Zariski dense set Y for R such that for every α ∈ Y we have
α(f) =
∑
β∈(Nc)−1
≥0
ip(aβ(gα))q
β (2.3.5)
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for some element gα of Mk(c,K
n
1 ,Q), where K
n
1 is an open compact subgroup of GL2(A
∞
F
)
defined in (2.2.6). Here k and n may vary with α. The space of R-adic modular form is
denoted by V0(c,K;R).
Remark 2.3.6. When we refer to a p-adic modular form, we mean an R-adic modular form
with an unspecified p-adic ring R. Since we will not use the symbol p to denote a ring,
it does not cause any confusion. The definition for a p-adic modular form in the style of
Definition 2.3.4 is due to Hida. This definition is sufficient for our purpose for a while, but
we will need a stronger notion of a p-adic modular form in Section 4.4, which is due to Katz.
See Subsection 4.2 for the comparison of two notions.
The main example of such an R for us is certain Iwasawa algebra which we now explain.
Let M be a quadratic totally imaginary field extension of F. We will always assume that
every place of F lying over p splits in M. Such number field M is called p-ordinary. We choose
an integral ideal C of M which is prime to p, and consider the ray class field M(pnC) of M
modulo pnC for all n ≥ 0. We define
Z = Z(C) = lim
∞←n
Gal(M(pnC)/M), (2.3.7)
and consider the Iwasawa algebra
Λ = Λ(Z) = lim
←
I[Z/Y ] (2.3.8)
where the inverse limit is taken over the set of all open normal subgroups Y of Z. We will be
considering Λ-adic Eisenstein series lying in V0(c,K; Λ), where Λ is given by (2.3.8).
2.4 CM points
In this subsection, we will introduce the notion of CM points in GL2(AF) and the level
structure on them, where F is a totally real field and AF is the ring of adeles of F. Instead of
delving into the most general definition of a CM point, we will specify the CM points which will
be used later. Roughly speaking, choosing a CM point amounts to choosing a suitable totally
imaginary quadratic extension M of F and an element δ ∈ M satisfying certain conditions
which is listed below, and choosing a level structure amounts to making some explicit choice
of a base for each place of F. When we specify the CM points and their level structure, we
will follow the convention of [12] closely. However, we note, in contrast to the previous works
on p-adic Hecke L-functions, including [12], that the proof of our main result will rely on some
particular choices of δ.
We begin specifying the CM points. Fix an odd prime p. Let M be a totally imagi-
nary quadratic extension of F. We say that M is p-ordinary if every place of F dividing p
splits in M. Let c be the complex conjugation, which also defines a canonical nontrivial
involution Gal(M/F). A CM type of M is a set of embeddings σ : M → C such that the
restricting σ to F induces a bijection Σ ∼= I, where we recall that I was defined to be the set
of embedding of F into R. We define the p-adic CM type Σp associated to Σ to be the set of
places induced by ip ◦ i−1∞ ◦σ for σ ∈ Σ. From the definition of p-ordinary CM fields, it follows
that the restriction induces a bijection between Σp and the set of places of F lying above p.
Let R be the ring of integers of M, and let d be the absolute different of F. We choose an
element δM ∈M which is often written as δ when a reference to M is unimportant, satisfying
the following three conditions:-
(pol-1) For each σ ∈ Σ, we have Im(σ(δ)) > 0.
(pol-2) For each σ ∈ Σ, we have δc = −δ.
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(pol-3) Let TrM/F : M→ F be the trace map. Then the alternating pairing
(x, y) 7→ TrM/F
(
xyc
2δ
)
defines an isomorphism R ∧O R→˜(cd)−1 for an integral ideal c ⊂ O that is prime to p.
The above three conditions are called polarization conditions, as suggested by the labels. For
such δ, we let D = −δ2 which is a totally positive element in F. Of course, D depends on the
choice of δ, but we often suppress it from the notation.
We remark that in the literature the choice of δ is often referred to as the choice of polar-
ization and the resulting c is called the polarization ideal. We note that having a polarization
ideal which is prime to p is crucial for establishing the q-expansion principle for p-adic mod-
ular forms on which the proof of our main theorem is based on. On the other hand, it will
be clear from the computations that we will carry out why we need to impose the first two
conditions on δ. See the paragraph after (P) in Subsection 2.5 for the choice of δ we make
relative to a smaller CM field M′ of M.
From now, we explain what we call the level structure. Let V be the two dimensional
vector space F ⊕ F over F, viewed as the set of row vectors of length two with entries in F.
In particular, an element x in V is written as a row vector (a, b) with a, b ∈ F. Given δ,
an element y ∈ M can be written uniquely in the form aδ + b, and we introduce an isomor-
phism qδ : M−˜→V defined by
qδ : aδ + b 7→ (a, b). (2.4.1)
Of course, it would suffice to choose any δ in M − F in order to conclude that qδ is an
isomorphism, and the above sophisticated conditions on δ are not used here. In any case, for
our later purpose, we record the dependence of the isomorphism qδ on the choice of δ in the
following lemma.
Lemma 2.4.2. Let u be an element in F and δ˜ be an element in M− F. We have
quδ˜(aδ˜ + b) ·
[
u 0
0 1
]
= qδ˜(aδ˜ + b). (2.4.3)
Proof. The proof is a straightforward calculation. We have
quδ˜(aδ˜ + b) = quδ˜(au
−1uδ˜ + b) (2.4.4)
= au−1(1, 0) + b(0, 1). (2.4.5)
Multiplying
[
u 0
0 1
]
on the both sides from the right yields
quδ˜(aδ˜ + b) ·
[
u 0
0 1
]
= a(1, 0) + b(0, 1), (2.4.6)
whose right hand side equals qδ˜(aδ˜ + b) by the definition of qδ˜. The proof of the lemma is
complete.
Let M(2,F) be the algebra of 2× 2 matrices and denote by ̺ the embedding
̺ : M →֒M(2,F), ̺ : aδ + b 7→
[
b −Da
a b
]
. (2.4.7)
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When we need to emphsize the dependence of ̺ on the choice of δ, we will write ̺δ instead
of ̺. Clearly, the first two conditions imposed on δ are indispendable in order to have ̺, while
the third condition is irrelevant here.
Let C be an integral ideal of R which is prime to p. For an ideal A of M, denote by Ac
the complex conjugate of A. We decompose
C = FFcI (2.4.8)
for ideals F, Fc, and I of M so that F is a product of prime ideals split over F, F
c ⊂ Fc, and I
is a product of prime ideals ramified or inert over F. Such a decomposition is unique. Also,
we write
C+ := FFc (2.4.9)
and
D := pCDM/F (2.4.10)
where DM/F is the relative discriminant for M/F. For a finite place v of F, we define
Rv = R⊗O Ov. (2.4.11)
We are going to choose certain Ov-basis for Rv, which will be used to define the level structure.
We divide it into several cases.
First, let v be a place of F which divides pFFc. Then, v decomposes in M into two places
in M. We define w to be the one of the two such that w ∈ Σp or w|F, recalling that Σp
was defined in the beginning of this subsection to be the set of places above p corresponding
to Σ. We define w to be the unique place of M which is different from w and lies over v.
In particular, Rv is canonically isomorphic to Rw ⊕ Rw, which we view as an identification
without further indication. Let ew (resp. ew) be the idempotent in Rw ⊕ Rw corresponding
to w (resp. w). Then {ew, ew} is an Ov-basis for Rv.
Let v be a place of F which does not divide pC and split in M. As in the previous case, v
splits into two places w and w in M. The difference is that we do not have a preferred choice
for w. We identify Rv with Rw⊕Rw, and define ew and ew as idempotents, as in the previous
case.
Next we consider a place v of F which is either inert or ramified in M. In any case, there
is a unique place w of M which lies above v, and Rv is canonically identified with Rw. We
explain how we choose a basis {1,θv} for Rv as an Ov-module. When v is ramified in M, we
take {1,θv} to be an Ov-basis of Rw with θv being a uniformizer in Rw. We always require θv
to satisfy θcv = −θv if v ∤ 2. If we put tv = θv + θcv, then by our choice tv = 0 for v ∤ 2 but
possibly non-zero if v|2. If v is inert in R and does not divide 2, then we take {1,θv} to be
an Ov-basis of Rv such that θ
c
v = −θv. If v is inert in R and v divides 2, then we relax the
condition θcv = −θv.
We need to make one more choice before we choose the level structure. Write Ẑ for the
profinite completion of Z and write Ô = O⊗Z Ẑ. We fix a finite idele d = dF = (dFv )v ∈ A∞,×F
such that
dÔ ∩ F = d, (2.4.12)
where d is the absolute different of F. We further assume that
dFv = −2δw (2.4.13)
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if v divides FΣp. Note that (pol-3) ensures that (2.4.13) does not conflict with the condition
(2.4.12) we imposed on d.
We will now choose an Ov-basis {e1,v , e2,v} for Rv for each finite place v of F which we
call the level structure. Recall that for an ideal a ⊂ O, we write a∗ = a−1d−1. For a finite
place v of F such that v ∤ pCCc, we want to choose {e1,v , e2,v} so that Rv = Ove1,v ⊕ O∗ve2,v.
In order to achieve this, we define
e1,v =
{
ew if v splits in M
θv if v is inert or ramified in M
(2.4.14)
and
e2,v =
{
dFv · ew if v splits in M
dFv · 1 if v is inert or ramified in M.
(2.4.15)
Having fixed the level structure, we give the definition of the CM points in the rest of this
subsection. Recall that we defined V to be the space of row vectors of length two over F,
and we define e1 = (1, 0) and e2 = (0, 1). Also recall that the choice of δ gives rise to an
isomorphism qδ from M to V . For any place v of F, let qδ,v be the isomorphism Mv→˜V ⊗OOv
extending qδ. Recall that we defined in (2.2.1) the left action of GL2(R) on the row vectors,
written as ∗. If v is a finite place, then we denote by ςv the element in GL2(Fv) which is
characterized by
ςv ∗ ei = qδ,v(ei,v), i = 1, 2. (2.4.16)
Unfolding the definitions, for v|D, ςv is simply
ςv =

[
dFv
−tv
2
0 d−1
Fv
]
if v|DM/FC−[
−δw −12
1 −12δw
]
if v|pC+ and w|ΣpF.
(2.4.17)
Remark 2.4.18. Suppose that M contains an imaginary quadratic field M0. Let D0 be the
positive squarefree integer such that M0 = Q(
√−D0). If 2 is split in M0, then all tv can be
chosen to be zero. If D0 is congruent to 1 modulo 4, then we choose
θv =
1 +
√
D0
2
(2.4.19)
for each place v of F dividing 2. In particular, we have tv = 1 for those v. If 2 divides D0,
then we choose θv =
√−D0, in which case tv = 0.
Remark 2.4.20. Suppose that we are given a degree p extension of M/M CM fields, and let v′
be a place of F′. For each place v of F lying over v′, we can choose θv to be the image of θv′ .
For an infinite place v of F, let σ ∈ Σ be the unique element in Σ extending v and define ςv
to be
ςv =
[
Im(σ(δ)) 0
0 1
]
. (2.4.21)
We define
ς =
∏
v
ςv ∈ GL2(AF), and ςf =
∏
v<∞
ςv ∈ GL2(A∞F ). (2.4.22)
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Recall that H denotes the upper half plance and that we defined X+ to be H
I in (2.1.1).
We can naturally identify M⊗QR with CΣ, and further identify X+ as the subset of CΣ which
consists of Σ-tuple of complex numbers (τσ)σ∈Σ such that for every σ the imaginary part of τσ
is positive. In particulare, if we denote by δΣ the Σ-tuple (σ(δ))σ∈Σ, then δΣ is viewed as an
element of X+. We finally define the CM point associated to a finite idele a ∈ A(pN),×F to be
x(a) = (δΣ, ̺(a)ςf ) ∈ X+ ×GL2(A∞F ). (2.4.23)
2.5 Restriction along the diagonal
The purpose of this subsection is to define a map which we call the diagonal map, associated
to a degree p extension F/F′ of totally real fields, and to study the effect of this diagonal
map on the level structure which we defined in the previous subsection. As before, I denotes
the set of embeedings of F into R, and similarly define I ′ to be the set of embeddings of F′
into R. We similarly denote by X ′+ the I
′-tuple of complex upper half plane, which is again
identified as a subset of CI
′
as in the previous subsection. Then embedding F′ → F induces
an embedding X ′+ → X+. This is called as the diagonal map in [15], but let us call it a
naive diagonal map in order to avoid the conflict with our terminology. In [15], using the
naive diagonal map, Kakde proved various non-commutative Kummer congruences for p-adic
Dedekind L-function associated to totally real fields. However, we need to modify the naive
diagonal map for our purposes because of the two reasons. Firstly, we are working with adeles
instead of just upper half planes, so if we were to use the naive diagonal embedding, we need
to make a non-canonical identification between adelic automorphic forms and classical auto-
morphic forms on upper half planes. It would be technically undesirable if our computation
relies on adelic techniques and we have to keep track of the non-canonical identifications that
we have made. The second reason is due to the role of level structure in our work, which
was irrelevant in [15]; what we need is not only some sort of diagonal map, but also the
compatibility between the diagonal map and the level structure we choose.
We now explain the diagonal map in our sense. Let F/F′ be a degree p extension of totally
real fields and let M′/F′ be a quadratic CM extension such that every prime of F′ lying over p
splits in M′. Let M be the compositum of M′ and F. For a CM type Σ′ of M′, we denote
by Σ the CM type on M induce by Σ. It is defined to be
Σ := {σ|σ : M →֒ C, σ|M′ ∈ Σ′}. (2.5.1)
We introduce a condition:-
(P) The relative different dF/F′ can be generated by an element dF/F′ ∈ F, which is totally
positive.
Suppose (P) holds, and let dF/F′ be a generator of dF/F′ which is totally positive. For a given
level structure associated to δ′ ∈ M′, we define δ to be dF/F′δ′ . Then δ induces a level
structure for M, and we want to compare the two level structures in terms of the diagonal
embedding ∆˜, which we now define. Let I ′ be the set of embeddings of F′ into R and let X ′+
be the product of I ′ copies of complex upper half planes. Then we define the diagonal map,
denoted by ∆˜F
F′
, as
∆˜FF′ : X
′
+ ×GL2(A∞F′ )→ X+ ×GL2(A∞F ) (2.5.2)
(z′, h′∞) 7→
[
dF/F′ 0
0 1
]
· (z′, h′∞) ·
[
1 0
0 d∞
F/F′
]−1
. (2.5.3)
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Precisely speaking, our map ∆˜F
F′
depends on dF/F′ , but we suppress dF/F′ in order to ease the
notation. When it is clear what F and F′ are, we often write ∆˜ instead of ∆˜F
F′
.
Denote by O′ (resp. R′) the ring of integers of F′ (resp.M′). Let d′ be the absolute different
ideal of F′. Suppose that we are given δ′ ∈M′ such that
(x′, y′) 7→ TrM′/F′
(
x′y′c
2δ′
)
(2.5.4)
induces an isomorphism R′∧O′R′−˜→(c′d′)−1 for an integral ideal c′ ⊂ O′ prime to p. Define δ =
δ′dF/F′ and c = (c
′O) · dF/F′ . Then
(x, y) 7→ TrM/F
(
xyc
2δ
)
(2.5.5)
induces an isomorphism R∧OR−˜→(cd)−1. We fix a finite idele dF′ ∈ A∞F′ with dF′Ô′∩F′ = d′,
and define dF = dF′dF/F′ . Then we have dFÔ ∩ F = d. Using the choice of δ′, we fix O′v′ -
basis (e1.v′ , e2,v′) for R
′
v′ , for each finite place v
′ of F′, satisfying the conditions (2.4.14) and
(2.4.15). Viewing R′ ⊂ R via the embedding induced by M′ ⊂M, we put
e1,v = e1,v′ and e2,v = dF/F′e2,v′ . (2.5.6)
Then (e1,v, e2,v) satisfies the conditions described in the previous subsection for M/F. After
all, we have two embeddings
̺ : A∞pN,×
M
−→ GL2(A∞F ) (2.5.7)
̺′ : A∞pN,×
M′
−→ GL2(A∞F′ ). (2.5.8)
Proposition 2.5.9. Assume (P) and we make the choices as above. We have
x(1) = ∆˜FF′
(
x′(1)
)
, (2.5.10)
where x(1) (resp. x′(1)) is the CM point on X+×GL2(A∞F ) (resp. on X ′+×GL2(A∞F′ )) given
by (2.4.23) with respect to our choice of δ and ς(resp. δ′ and ς ′).
Proof. The proposition can be written as
∆˜FF′
(
δ′Σ
′
, ς ′∞
)
=
(
δΣ, ς∞
)
. (2.5.11)
By the definition (2.5.2) of ∆˜F
F′
, the left hand side equals
∆˜FF′
(
δ′Σ
′
, ς ′∞
)
=
((
dF/F′δ
′
)Σ
,
[
dF/F′ 0
0 1
]
· ς ′∞ ·
[
1 0
0 d∞
F/F′
]−1)
(2.5.12)
As we defined δ = dF/F′δ
′, the equality in the first component of (2.5.11) holds. Now we verify
the equality in the second component of (2.5.11). Denote by ξ the second component of the
right hand side of (2.5.12), and by ξv the v-component of ξ for a finite place v of F. Let v
′ be
the restriction of v to F′. Although we often identify GL2(A
∞
F′
) as a subset of GL2(A
∞
F
), let us
denote the natural embedding by j : GL2(F
′
v′) →֒ GL2(Fv), in order to emphasize the ambient
set. Similarly, we slightly abuse notation by writing j : V ′ →֒ V . In particular, j(e′i) = ei. By
the defining property (2.4.16) of ς, it suffices to prove that for each finite place v of F,
ξv ∗ ei = qδ,v(ei,v), i = 1, 2. (2.5.13)
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For i = 1,
ξv ∗ e1 =
([
dF/F′ 0
0 1
]
· j(ς ′v′) ·
[
1 0
0 dF/F′
]−1)
∗ e1 (2.5.14)
=
([
dF/F′ 0
0 1
]
· j(ς ′v′)
)
∗ (dF/F′)−1e1 (2.5.15)
=
[
dF/F′ 0
0 1
]
∗ (dF/F′)−1j
(
qδ′,v′(e1,v′)
)
(2.5.16)
=
[
dF/F′ 0
0 1
]
∗ (dF/F′)−1qδ′dF/F′ ,v(e1,v) ·
[
dF/F′ 0
0 1
]
(2.5.17)
=
[
dF/F′ 0
0 1
]
∗ (dF/F′)−1qδ,v(e1,v) ·
[
dF/F′ 0
0 1
]
(2.5.18)
= (dF/F′)
−1qδ,v(e1,v) ·
[
dF/F′ 0
0 1
]
·
[
1 0
0 dF/F′
]
(2.5.19)
= qδ,v(e1,v). (2.5.20)
From (2.5.16) to (2.5.17), we used Lemma 2.4.2 and j(e1,v′ ) = e1,v . For i = 2,
ξv ∗ e2 =
([
dF/F′ 0
0 1
]
· j(ς ′v′) ·
[
1 0
0 dF/F′
]−1)
∗ e2 (2.5.21)
=
([
dF/F′ 0
0 1
]
· j(ς ′v′)
)
∗ e2 (2.5.22)
=
[
dF/F′ 0
0 1
]
∗ j(qδ′,v′(e2,v′)) (2.5.23)
=
[
dF/F′ 0
0 1
]
∗ qδ,v(j(e2,v′ )) ·
[
dF/F′ 0
0 1
]
(2.5.24)
= qδ,v(j(e2,v′ )) ·
[
dF/F′ 0
0 1
]
·
[
1 0
0 dF/F′
]
(2.5.25)
= dF/F′qδ,v(j(e2,v′ )) (2.5.26)
= qδ,v(e2,v)). (2.5.27)
From (2.5.23) to (2.5.24), we used Lemma 2.4.2, and from From (2.5.26) to (2.5.27) we used
(2.5.6), the definition of e2,v. The proof of the proposition is complete.
3 Toric Eisenstein series and p-adic L-functions
In this section, we define the Whittaker model of certain adelic Eisenstein series, the as-
sociated p-adic Eisenstein measure, and the construction of the p-adic L-function. In the
construction of the Whittaker model, we rather closely follow [12, 13] except the two minor
deviations we make. Firstly, we allow imprimitive characters. That is, we fix an ideal C
of a CM field M, and we will consider an algebraic Hecke character χ of M such that the
prime-to-p part of the conductor of χ merely divides C, instead of being equal. In [12, 13], C
was assumed to be of exact conductor of χ, or the primitive characters are used. It forces
us to slightly change the choice of local sections for inert or ramified places. It also makes
some formulae to appear in this subsection look different from theirs. Secondly, our nota-
tion is occasionally different from that used in [12, 13]. When it comes to the construction
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of the p-adic measure, we will adopt the language of p-adic modular forms with coefficients
in certain Iwasawa algebra, while Hsieh used the language of p-adic measures. Of course,
the correspondence between Iwasawa algebra and the space of p-adic measures will identify
two languages with little difficulty, but the author believes that our later discussions become
simpler in terms of Iwasawa algebras.
As in the previous sections, we consider a p-ordinary CM field M with maximal real
subfield F and a CM type Σ and associated p-adic CM type Σp. Let χ be a continuous group
homomorphism
χ : A×
M
→ C× (3.0.28)
such that the kernel χ contains M embedded diagonally in A×
M
. Let Z[Σ ∪ cΣ] be the free
abelian group generated by Σ ∪ cΣ, and let Z[Σ] be the free abelian group generated by Σ.
Definition 3.0.29. The continuous group homomorphism χ as above is called an algebraic
Hecke character if there exists an integer k and m ∈ Z[Σ] with the following properties. For
every z∞ = (zσ)σ∈Σ ∈ (C×)Σ,
χ(z∞) =
∏
σ∈Σ
zkσ
(
zσ
zcσ
)mσ
(3.0.30)
holds, where m is understood as
∑
σmσσ and mσ is an integer. We call
kΣ+ (1− c)m ∈ Z[Σ ∪ cΣ] (3.0.31)
the infinity type of χ.
For an algebraic Hecke character χ of M, we define
χ+ = χ|A×
F
, (3.0.32)
to be the restriction of χ to A×
F
.
We identify GL2(F∞) with
∏
σ∈ΣGL2(R) by sending
[
a⊗a′ b⊗b′
c⊗c′ d⊗d′
]
to
([
σ(a)a′ σ(b)b′
σ(c)c′ σ(d)d′
])
σ∈Σ
,
and define the subgroup U∞ ⊂ GL2(F∞) to be the maximal compact subgroup correspond-
ing to
∏
σ∈Σ SO2(R). We denote by B the subgroup of GL2 consisting of upper triangular
matrices. Recall that a function φ : GL2(AF) → C is called U∞-finite if the C-linear span
of {u∞φ|u∞ ∈ U∞} in the space of the continuous functions from GL2(AF) to C is finite
dimensional.
For s ∈ C, we define I(s, χ+) to be the space consisting of smooth U∞-finite func-
tions φ : GL2(AF)→ C satisfying
φ
([
a b
0 d
]
g
)
= χ−1+ (d)
∣∣∣a
d
∣∣∣s
AF
φ(g) (3.0.33)
for every
[
a b
0 d
] ∈ B(AF) and every g ∈ GL2(AF). We call the functions in I(s, χ+) as sections.
For each section φ ∈ I(s, χ+), we define the adelic Eisenstein series associated to φ by
EA(g, φ) =
∑
γ∈B(F)\GL2(F)
φ(γg), (3.0.34)
whenever the series is absolutely convergent. It is well known that EA(g, φ) is absolutely
convergent when the real part of s is sufficiently large, and it has meromorphic continuation
to the entire complex plane.
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3.1 Normalization of epsilon factors
We make explicit the normalization of epsilon factors, which we use throughout the paper.
Let ψQ be the additive character
ψQ : A/Q→ C× (3.1.1)
such that ψQ =
∏
v ψQv with each ψQv specified by the following rules. For v =∞, we put
ψR(x∞) = exp(−2πix∞). (3.1.2)
For a finite place v = ℓ, let (Q/Z)[ℓ∞] be the ℓ-primary subgroup of Q/Z. Denote by 〈xℓ〉
the image of xℓ under the canonical homomorphism
Qℓ → Qℓ/Zℓ→˜(Q/Z)[ℓ∞] →֒ Q/Z. (3.1.3)
We may view 〈xℓ〉 as the fractional part of xℓ. Then, we define
ψQℓ(xℓ) = exp(2πi〈xℓ〉). (3.1.4)
For a finite extension K of Qv, where v may be infinite or finite, we define
ψK = ψQv ◦TrK/Qv (3.1.5)
where TrK/Qv denotes the trace map K → Qv . For a number field H, define
ψH = ψQ ◦TrH/Q (3.1.6)
where TrH/Q denotes the trace map AH → AQ. In other words, if v is a place of H, then ψH
can be written as
ψH =
∏
v
ψHv (3.1.7)
where v runs over the set of all places of H. When it is clear what H is, we simply write ψ
and ψv instead of ψ and ψHv , respectively. For a non-archimedean local field K with valuation
ring OK , we write dK for the absolute different, and choose a generator dK for dK . For a
continuous character χK : K
× → C×, let eK(χK) denote the exponent of the conductor of χK .
In other words, eK(χK) = 0 if χK is trivial on O
×
K , and otherwise it is the smallest integer n
for which χK is trivial on 1 + m
n
K , where mK is the maximal ideal of OK . We define the
epsilon factor as
ǫ(s, χK , ψK) = |c|sK
∫
c−1OK
χ−1K (x)ψK(s)dKx (3.1.8)
where c = dK̟
eK(χK)
K , and dKx is the Haar measure on K which is self-dual with respect
to ψK . According to our normalization of ψK
Vol(OK , dKx) = |OK/dK |−
1
2 (3.1.9)
where |OK/dK | is the number of elements in OK/dK . The local root number W (χK) is
defined as
W (χK) = ǫ(
1
2
, χK , ψK). (3.1.10)
We refer the reader to [21] for general facts about epsilon factors. It is well known that
|W (χK)|C = 1 (3.1.11)
if χK is unitary.
Remark 3.1.12. Note that the self-dual Haar measure dKx is different from the Haar measure
we use for the period integral of Eisenstein series which is normalized so that the volume
of OK is always one.
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3.2 Fourier coefficients of Eisenstein series
In this subsection, we review the computation of Fourier coefficients of an Eisenstein series.
We keep the notation introduced in the beginning of the current section. Let w be the
matrix
[
0 −1
1 0
]
. For a place v of F, we define Iv(s, χ+), the space of local sections, to be the
space consisting of the Bruhat-Schwartz functions φv : GL2(Fv)→ C satisfying
φv
([
a b
0 d
]
g
)
= χ−1+,v (d)
∣∣∣a
d
∣∣∣s
v
φv(g) (3.2.1)
for every
[
a b
0 d
] ∈ B(Fv) and g ∈ GL(2,Fv). For a non-archimedean place v, a func-
tion φv : GL2(Fv) is called Bruhat-Schwartz if it is locally constant and compactly supported.
For an archimedean place v, such φv is called Bruhat-Schwartz if it is smooth and of moderate
growth. Since our arguments in the current paper will not involve the analytical issues arising
from the growth condition of archimedean sections, we refer the readers to Section 2.8 of [1]
for the precise definition and general analytic theory of archimedean local sections. For a
place v of F, let dxv be the Haar measure on Fv which is normalized by
Vol(OFv , dxv) = 1. (3.2.2)
For each φv ∈ Iv(s, χ+), gv ∈ GL2(Fv), and β ∈ Fv, we define the β-th local Whittaker
integral Wβ (φv, gv) by
Wβ(φv , gv) =
∫
Fv
φv
(
w
[
1 xv
0 1
]
gv
)
ψ (−βxv) dxv, (3.2.3)
and the intertwining operator Mw by
(Mwφv) (gv) =
∫
Fv
φv
(
w
[
1 xv
0 1
]
gv
)
dxv. (3.2.4)
By definition, (Mwφv) (gv) is equal to the 0-th local Whittaker integral. It is well known that
local Whittaker integrals converge absolutely if the real part of s is sufficiently large, and have
meromorphic continuation to all s ∈ C. We say that a section φ ∈ I(s, χ+), which is defined
in (3.0.33) is a decomposable section if we can write φ in the form φ =
⊗
v φv for a family of
local sections φv ∈ Iv(s, χ+). In that case, EA(g, φ) has the following Fourier expansion
EA(g, φ) = φ(g) +Mwφ(g) +
∑
β∈F
Wβ(EA, g), (3.2.5)
where
Mwφ(g) =
1√
|DF|
∏
v
Mwφv(gv) (3.2.6)
Wβ(EA, g) =
1√
|DF|
∏
v
Wβ(φv, gv). (3.2.7)
The sum φ(g) + Mwφ(g) is called the constant term of EA(g, φ). We refer the reader to
Section 2.8 of [1] for the general analytic properties of local Whittaker integrals and the
constant term.
Now we recall the choice of local sections made in [12, 13]. We first introduce some
notation. For a place v of F, we simplify our notation by putting K = Fv, and we fix a
generator dK for dK , the abolute different of K. If v is a finite place of F, define Ov = OK ,
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and let ̟ = ̟v be the uniformizer of Ov . For a set Y , denote by IY the characteristic function
of Y . Now we describe our choice of local sections, beginning with the archimedean case.
Let v be an infinite place of F. Then K = R and there is a unique σ ∈ Σ whose restriction
to F is v. For g =
[
a b
c d
] ∈ GL(2,R), we define
J(g, i) = ci+ d, J(g, i) = −ci+ d (3.2.8)
ν(g) = |det(g)| ·
∣∣∣J(g, i)J(g, i)∣∣∣−1 . (3.2.9)
Define the sections φhk,s,σ and φ
n.h
k,mσ,s,σ
in Iv(s, χ+) by
φhk,s,σ(g) = J(g, i)
−kν(g)s (3.2.10)
φn.hk,mσ ,s,σ = J(g, i)
−k−mσJ(g, i)
mσ
ν(g)s. (3.2.11)
The action of the intertwining operator Mw on φ
h
k,s,σ is given by(
Mwφ
h
k,s,σ
)
(g) = ik(2π)
Γ(k + 2s− 1)
Γ(k + s)Γ(s)
· J(g, i)kdet(g)−kν(g)1−s. (3.2.12)
Define
D = pdM/FCC
c. (3.2.13)
We will give the definition of the local sections for each place v of F by dividing them into
several cases. We first consider the case when either v divides pFFc or v is prime to D. Recall
that we simply write Fv asK. Denote by S(K) (resp. S(K⊕K)) the space of Bruhat-Schwartz
functions on K (resp. K ⊕K). We define the Fourier transform Φ̂ of a function Φ ∈ S(K) as
Φ̂(y) =
∫
K
Φ(x)ψK(yx)dx. (3.2.14)
For a character µ : K× → C×, we define a function Φµ ∈ S(K) by
Φµ(x) = IO×v (x)µ(x). (3.2.15)
If v divides pFFc , then v splits in M, and we choose a place w of M over v which satisfies
either w | F or w ∈ Σp. Let w be the unique place of M which is lyinng over v and different
from w. We put
Φw = Φχw (3.2.16)
Φw = Φχw . (3.2.17)
To a Bruhat-Schwartz function Φ ∈ S(K ⊕ K), we associate a Godement section fΦ,s ∈
Iv(s, χ+) defined by
fΦ,s(g) = |det(g)|s
∫
K×
Φ ((0, x) g)χ+(x)|x|2sK d×x, (3.2.18)
and define the local section φχ,s,v by
φχ,s,v = fΦ0v,s, (3.2.19)
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where
Φ0v(x, y) =
{
IOv(x)IO∗v (y) if v ∤ D
Φ0v(x, y) = Φw(x)Φ̂w(y) if v | pFFc.
(3.2.20)
For every u ∈ O×v with v | p, let Φ1w and Φ[u]w be the Bruhat-Schwartz functions on K defined
by
Φ1w(x) = I1+̟Ov(x)χ
−1
w (x) (3.2.21)
Φ[u]w (x) = Iu(1+̟Ov)(x)χw(x). (3.2.22)
We define Φ
[u]
v ∈ S(K ⊕K) by
Φ[u]v (x, y) =
1
Vol(1 +̟Ovd×x)
Φ1w(x)Φ̂
[u]
w (y). (3.2.23)
From our normalization of the measure, we also have
1
Vol(1 +̟Ovd×x)
Φ1w(x)Φ̂
[u]
w (y) =
(|̟|−1K − 1)Φ1w(x)Φ̂[u]w (y). (3.2.24)
Now we consider the case v | C− ·DM/F . Let w be the unique place of M lying over v. In
this case, M⊗F Fv is naturally isomorphic to Mw. Recall the embedding ̺ defined in (2.4.7),
and let ̺v be the embedding M
×
w → GL2(Fv) which extends ̺. Then we have GL2(Fv) =
B(Fv)̺v(Mw), where B consists of upper triangular matrices. We define φχ,s,v to be the
unique smooth section in Iv(s, χ+) satisfying
φχ,s,v
([
a b
0 d
]
̺v (z) ςv
)
= χ−1+,v(d)
∣∣∣a
d
∣∣∣s
v
· χ−1w (z) (3.2.25)
for every b ∈ B(Fv) and z ∈ M×w . It is easy to check that the right hand side of (3.2.25) is
well-defined.
Remark 3.2.26. Note the difference with the choice made in [12], which differs by a factor
of L(s, χv), the local Euler factor of χv. If we had added a factor of L(s, χv) as in [12], then
we could not guarantee the p-integrality of Fourier-Whitakker coefficients of φχ,s,v because we
are allowing C to be strictly smaller than the conductor of χ.
3.3 The local Whittaker integrals
The purpose of this subsection is to summarize the formulae of the local Whittaker integrals.
In this subsection, we assume k ≥ 1.
Proposition 3.3.1. The local Whittaker integrals are given as follows. Suppose that v |
∞. Let σ be the unique element in Σ whose restriction to F is v, and we use v and σ
interchangeably. Then, we have
Wβ
(
φhk,s,σ,
[
y x
0 1
]) ∣∣∣
s=0
=
(2πi)k
Γ(k)
σ(β)k−1 exp (2πiσ(β)(x + yi)) · IR+(σ(β)). (3.3.2)
If v is finite and v ∤ D, then
Wβ
(
φχ,s,v,
[
1 0
0 c−1v
])
=
valv(βcv)∑
j=0
χ+,v
(
̟jvcv
) |̟v |−jv · |dF|−1v IOv (βcv) . (3.3.3)
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Recall that if v | pFFc, then we denote by w the unique place of M above v such that wF
or w ∈ Σp. If v | D, then
Wβ (φχ,s,v, 1)
∣∣
s=0
=
{
χw(β)IO×v (β) · |dF|−1v if v | pFFc
Cβ(χv) · |dF|−1v ψv
(
tv
2dFv
)
if v | IDM/F,
(3.3.4)
where
Cβ(χv) =
∫
Fv
χ−1v (x+ 2
−1δv)ψv
(−βx
dFv
)
dx. (3.3.5)
If v = ww with w ∈ Σp, and u ∈ O×v , then we have
Wβ
(
f
Φ
[u]
v
, 1
) ∣∣∣
s=0
= χ+,v(β)Iu(1+̟vOv)(β) · |dF|−1v . (3.3.6)
In particular, we have
Wβ(φχ,s,v, 1)
∣∣
s=0
=
∑
u
Wβ(fΦ[u]v
, 1)
∣∣
s=0
(3.3.7)
where u runs over the torsion subgroup of O×v
Proof. It is proved in Proposition 4.1 of [12] and Section 4.3 of [13]. Note that in [12], the local
character χv is denoted by λv, and the integral Cβ(χv) is denoted by Aβ(λv). As explained in
Remark 3.2.26, our local section for a place v dividing IDM/F differs by a factor from those
in [12], so our Fourier-Whittaker coefficient in (3.3.4) differs by the same factor.
Remark 3.3.8. As explained in Remark 4.2 of [12], it is clear from the above proposition that
the local Whitakker integrals at all finite places are p-integral.
3.4 Normalized Eisenstein series
We introduce some normalized Eisenstein series.
Definition 3.4.1. Let • denote n.h. or h. They are meant to suggest non-holomorphic and
holomorhpic, respectively. For each Bruhat-Schwartz function Φ on Fp⊕Fp of the form Φp =
⊗v∤pΦv, we define
φ•χ,s (Φp) =
(⊗σ∈Σφ•k,s,σ)⊗ (⊗v<∞,v∤pφχ,s,v)⊗ (⊗v|pfΦv,s) , (3.4.2)
and define the adelic Eisenstein series
E•χ (Φp) (g) = EA
(
g, φ•χ,s (Φp)
) ∣∣∣
s=0
(3.4.3)
by (3.0.34). Let DF be the absolute discriminant of F. We define the holomorphic (resp.
nearly holomorphic Eisenstein series) Ehχ (Φp) (resp. E
n.h.
χ (Φp)) by
Ehχ (Φp) (τ, gf ) =
ΓΣ (kΣ)√|DF| (2πi)kΣEhχ (g∞, gf ) · J(g∞, i)kΣ (3.4.4)
En.h.χ (Φp) (τ, gf ) =
ΓΣ (kΣ)√
|DF| (2πi)kΣ
En.h.χ (g∞, gf ) · J(g∞, i)kΣ+2m (det(g∞))−m , (3.4.5)
where (τ, gf ) ∈ X+ ×GL2(A∞F ), i = (i)v∈I ∈ X+, g∞ ∈ GL2(F∞) with g∞i = τ .
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Let Φ0p = ⊗v|pΦ0v be the Bruhat-Schwartz function on Fp ⊕ Fp defined in (3.2.20). We
define
Ehχ = E
h
χ(Φ
0
p) (3.4.6)
En.h.χ = E
n.h.
χ (Φ
0
p). (3.4.7)
For every u = (uv)v|p ∈
∏
v|p O
×
v = O
×
p , let Φ
[u]
p = ⊗v|pΦ[uv]v be the Bruhat-Schwartz function
as defined in (3.2.23) and define
Ehχ,u = E
h
χ
(
Φ[u]p
)
. (3.4.8)
We choose an integer N of the form NormM/Q
(
CdM/F
)j0 for a sufficiently large integer j0
so that φχ,s,v are invariant by U(N) for every v|N , and put K := U(N). Then the sec-
tion φχ,s
(
Φ
[u]
p
)
is invariant by Kn1 for a sufficiently large n.
Definition 3.4.9. Let c = (cv)v be an element of A
∞,×
F
such that cv = 1 for v|D, and
let c = c ·A∞
F
∩ F be the fractional ideal of F. We call such finite idele c an idele associated
to c.
For each β ∈ F+, the set of all totally positive elements in F, we define the prime-to-p
Fourier coefficient a
(p)
β (χ, c) as
a
(p)
β (χ, c) =
1
|DF|R|DF|Qp
NormF/Q(β
−1)
∏
v∤p
Wβ
(
φχ,s,v,
[
1 0
0 c−1v
]) ∣∣∣
s=0
· I
O
×
p
(β). (3.4.10)
It is equal to
β−Σ
∏
w|F
χw(β)IO×v (β) ·
∏
v∤D
valv(cvβ)∑
j=0
χ+,v(̟
j
v)|̟|−jv
 ∏
v∤IDM/F
Cβ(χv)ψ
( −tv
2dFv
)
· I
O
×
p
(β)
(3.4.11)
by the formulae of the local Whittaker integrals summarized in Proposition 3.3.1 and the fact
that ∏
v
|DF|v = 1 (3.4.12)
where the product is taken over the set of all places of F. It is clear that a
(p)
β (χ, c) is p-integral.
We recall the Fourier expansion of Hilbert modular forms. Let c be a fractional ideal prime
to D. Let f : X+ ×GL2(A∞F )→ C be either Ehχ,u or En.hχ,u. Let c be the finite idele associated
to c introduced in Definition 3.4.9. We define f |(O,c−1) to be
f |(O,c−1)(τ) = f
(
τ,
[
1 0
0 c−1
])
(3.4.13)
and it is called the q-expansion of f at the cusp
(
O, c−1
)
. It is well-defined independently of
the choice of c.
Remark 3.4.14. In the language of geometric modular forms, the q-expansion at the cusp
(
O, c−1
)
is interpreted as evaluating at the Tate curve associated to the pair
(
O, c−1
)
of fractional ideals.
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Proposition 3.4.15. The Eisenstein series Ehχ,u belongs to Mk(K
n
1 ,C) for a sufficiently
large n. The q-expansion of Ehχ,u at the cusp (O, c
−1)
Ehχ,u|(O,c−1)(q) =
∑
β∈(N−1c−1)+
aβ(E
h
χ,u, c)q
β ∈ C[[q(N−1c−1)+ ]] (3.4.16)
has no constant term and the β-th Fourier coefficient of Ehχ,u is given by
aβ(E
h
χ,u, c) = a
(p)
β (χ, c;u)β
kΣ
∏
v|p
Iuv(1+̟vOv)(β) ·
∏
w∈Σp
χw(β). (3.4.17)
Therefore, Ehχ,u(g; c) belongs to Mk(c,K
n
1 ,OH,(p)), for a number field H contained in C. Fur-
thermore, we have
Ehχ(g; c) =
∑
u
Ehχ,u(g; c), (3.4.18)
where u runs over the elements of the torsion subgroup of O×p .
Proof. See Proposition 4.4 of [12].
As explained in Remark (4.11) of [12], an important feature of our Eisenstein series Ehχ,u
and Ehχ is that they are toric Eisenstein series of eigencharacter χ. Let us denote by |[a]
the right translation action of ς−1f ̺(a)ςf ∈ GL2(A∞M) acting on the space of Hilbert modular
forms. We define
T =
∏
v
′ Tv ⊂ A∞,×M , (3.4.19)
where
∏
v
′ denotes the restricted product taken over all finite places of F and
Tv =
{
R×v Fv
× if v is split in M
M×v if v is not split in M.
(3.4.20)
Note that in Remark 4.5. of [12] Hsieh calls the action of the operator [a] as Hecke action, but
we adopt the terminology stabilizer action, as T stabilizes CM points in the Shimura variety
via the action |[a]. In the next proposition, we record the action of T on our Eisenstein series,
from which the terminology toric arises.
Proposition 3.4.21 ((4.11) of [12]). For every a ∈ T , we have
Ehχ
∣∣[a] = χ−1(a)Ehχ (3.4.22)
Ehχ,u
∣∣[a] = χ−1(a)Ehχ,u.a1−c . (3.4.23)
Here u.a1−c denotes the element (u′v)v|p ∈
∏
v|p O
×
v with u
′
v = uvaw(acw)
−1, w being the
element in Σp whose restriction to F is v. In particular, if p-component of a is trivial,
then ua1−c = u.
Proof. See the Remark 4.5 of [12].
Corollary 3.4.24. Let v be a root of unity in M. Using the natural isomorphism
∏
v|p Fv
∼=∏
w∈Σp
Mw, we regard v as an element of O
×
p . Then, we have
Ehχ,u
∣∣[v] = Ehχ,uv2 . (3.4.25)
Proof. Let v be a root of unity in M. We regard v as an idele in A∞,×
M
via the diagonal
embedding. Since χ(v) = 1, (3.4.23) is reduced to
Ehχ,u
∣∣[v] = χ−1(a)Ehχ,u.v1−c . (3.4.26)
We also observe u.v1−c = uv2, since vc = v−1.
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3.5 Measures and Iwasawa algebra
We review the basic theory of p-adic measures and Iwasawa algebras. In the current subsec-
tion, let Z be a profinite group and Λ be the Iwasawa algebra Λ(Z). Let R be a p-adic ring.
Any continuous function
φ : Z → R (3.5.1)
extends to a Zp-linear map
φ : Λ→ R (3.5.2)
which we denote by the same symbol. If we are given an element λ ∈ Λ in addition, then we
write
φ(λ) =
∫
Z
φdλ (3.5.3)
suggesting that we interpret λ as a measure which we use to integrate the function φ.
3.6 p-adic interpolation of Fourier coefficients
In this subsection, we reformulate Proposition [12] in terms of Λ-adic forms so that it becomes
easier later for us to prove the necessary congruence between p-adic L-functions. For sim-
plicity, we write Z(C) = Z and Λ(Z(C)) = Λ. In the followings, we will interpret Eisenstein
series Ehχ,u(·,
[
1 0
0 c−1
]
)) as a specialization of a Λ-adic Eisenstein series.
We begin with the definition of domain of interpolation:
Definition 3.6.1. Let X+ be the set of algebraic Hecke characters χ whose infinity type is
kΣ with k ≥ 1.
We want to define A(β, v, cv) ∈ Λ for a totally positive β ∈ F, a finite place v of F,
and cv ∈ Fv, and show that they interpolate Fourier-Whittaker coefficients introduced in
Subsection 3.2. We assume that cv = 1 for v ∤ pCDM/F. Recall that we use the convention
that if v | pFFc, then w denotes the place of M contained in Σp or dividing F. If v is not split
in M, w denotes the unique place of M lying above v.
Lemma 3.6.2. Let v be a place of F which does not divide IDM/F. Define A(β, v, cv) ∈ Λ by
A(β, v, cv) =

recw(β)IO×v (β) if v|C splits in M, w | v, w | F
valv(βcv)∑
j=0
recM,v(̟
j
vcv)|̟v |−jv IOv (βcv) if v <∞ and v ∤ pCDM/F
(3.6.3)
Then, for every χ ∫
Z
χ̂dA(β, v, cv) = |d|v ·Wβ
(
φχ,s,v,
[
1 0
0 c−1v
])
|s=0 (3.6.4)
holds.
Proof. The assertion of the lemma is a restatement of the formulas given in Proposition 3.3.1.
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We also need an analogue of the previous lemma for places v dividing IDM/F . As usual, w
denotes the unique place of M lying above v. We first analyze the integral
Cβ(χv) =
∫
Fv
χ−1v (x+ 2
−1
θv)ψv
(−βx
dFv
)
dx (3.6.5)
which was defined in (3.3.5). Let l be the maximal ideal of Ov . There exists sufficiently large
non-negative integers j0 and j1 such that
Cβ(χv) = Vol(l
j1 , dx)
∑
x∈l−j0/lj1
χ−1v (x+ 2
−1
θv)ψv
(−βx
dFv
)
(3.6.6)
because the conductor of χv divides CRw for all χ ∈ X+. It is important that we can choose j0
and j1 which satisfies (3.6.6) for a given β ∈ F independently of χ ∈ X+. Now we can readily
formulate the following analogue of Lemma 3.6.2.
Lemma 3.6.7. Let v be a place of F which divides IDM/F. Define A(β, v, cv) ∈ Λ as
A(β, v, cv) = ψv
( −tv
2dFv
)
Vol(lj1 , dx)
∑
x∈l−j0/lj1
recv(x+ 2
−1
θv)
−1ψv
(−βx
dFv
)
. (3.6.8)
Then, for every χ ∈ X+ ∫
Z
χ̂dA(β, v, 1) = |d|v ·Wβ (φχ,s,v, 1) |s=0 (3.6.9)
holds.
Proof. It follows immediately from (3.6.6).
Definition 3.6.10. We define A(p)(β, c) ∈ Λ as
A(p)(β, c) = rec∞M(β)NormF/Q(β)
−1
∏
v∤p
A(β, v, cv). (3.6.11)
The superscript (p) in the notation suggests that it is Fourier coefficients away from p.
For every u ∈ O×p , which is of finite order, we define A(β, c;u) ∈ Λ as
A(β, c;u) = A(p)(β, c)recΣp(β)Iu(1+̟pOp)(β). (3.6.12)
Proposition 3.6.13. We have∫
Z
χ̂dA(p)(β, c) = ip
(
A
(p)
β (χ, c)
)
, (3.6.14)
and ∫
Z
χ̂dA(β, c;u) = Aβ(χ, c;u) (3.6.15)
for every χ ∈ X+.
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Proof. By (3.4.11), Lemma 3.6.2, and Lemma‘3.6.7, the equality (3.6.14) follows from
χ̂ (rec∞M(β)) NormF/Q(β)
−1 = β(k−1)Σ. (3.6.16)
Indeed, by the definition of p-adic avatar
χ̂(rec∞M(β)) =χ(β
∞)ip
(
βkΣ
)
(3.6.17)
=ip
(
βkΣ
)
. (3.6.18)
Also, βΣ = NormF/Q(β) as β ∈ F, whence (3.6.16) follows. On the other hand, (3.6.15)
directly follows from Proposition 3.4.15.
Let c be a fractional ideal of F prime to pCDM/F. We define E(c;u) as a formal q-expansion
E(c;u) =
∑
β
A(β, c;u)qβ . (3.6.19)
For a continuous function φ : Z → Qp, we write E(c;u)(φ) the formal q-series whose β-th
coefficient is
∫
Z φdA(β, c;u). Then Proposition 3.4.15 implies that for χ ∈ X+ we have
E(c;u)(χ̂) = ̂Ehχ,u|(O,c−1). (3.6.20)
In particular, E(c;u) is a Λ-adic modular form in the sense of Definition 2.3.4.
3.7 A modification factor
In this subsection, we will define a modification factor which we denote by C. It will be used
in our definition of p-adic L-function.
Let us begin with the notation for uniformizers in the completions of M. Let v be a place
of F lying over p, and let w be the unique place in Σp lying over v. Let w be the complex
conjugate of w. Fix a uniformizer ̟w of Mw. The complex conjugation c extends to an
isomorphism
Mw →Mw (3.7.1)
and let̟w be the image is̟w under the above isomorphism. In particular,̟w is a uniformizer
of Mw.
As before, for any place w of M, we denote by recw the local Artin reciprocity map
recw : M
×
w → Z (3.7.2)
and define the modification factor C to be
C =
∏
w∈Σp
(
1− recw (̟w)
recw (̟w)
)
, (3.7.3)
which is an element of Λ, the Iwasawa algebra of Z. Of course, C depends on our choice of
uniformizer ̟w, but we will make it explicit whenever there is a preferred choice.
Remark 3.7.4. One might attempt to explain why a particular choice of ̟w is preferred to
others using Lubin-Tate theory, but it will not be one of our main concerns since we do not
need Lubin-Tate theory for cyclotomic extensions, which is our main example.
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Let χ0 be a Hecke character associated to an elliptic curve with complex multiplication by
imaginary quadratic field M0. Assume that p splits in M0, and has good ordinary reduction
at the prime p. In this case, a CM type Σ0 of M0 is merely choice of an embedding of M0
into C, which we choose to be the restriction of i∞ to M0. Let w be the unique element
in Σ0,p, the p-adic CM type of M0 induced by Σ0, and let pw be the image of p under the
natural isomorphism
Qp −→M0,w (3.7.5)
which is of course a uniformizer of M0,w. If we let pw be the image of p under the natural
isomorphism
Qp −→M0,w (3.7.6)
then the isomorphism
M0,w −→M0,w (3.7.7)
induced by the complex conjugation maps pw to pw. Define α ∈ C to be
α := χ0(pw) (3.7.8)
which is in fact an algebraic number. Furthermore, we assume that α is a p-adic unit with
respect to our fixed embedding ip. If not, using the assumption that p splits in M0, we can
make α to be a p-adic unit by replacing χ0 with its complex conjugate.
Suppose that we are given a CM field M which contains M0, and define
χ := χk0 ◦ NormM/M0 (3.7.9)
for any integer k, where NormM/M0 : A
×
M
→ A×
M0
denotes the map between ideles induced by
the norm map. If we let κ be the algebraic Hecke character
κ : A×
M
→ C× (3.7.10)
x 7→ |x|AM (3.7.11)
then p-adic avatar κ̂ of κ is the p-adic cyclotomic character, because we have normalized the
reciprocity maps geometrically.
Important examples of such M are of the form
Mr = M0(µpr) (3.7.12)
for any non-negative integer r. In this case, we choose the uniformizer ̟r for the unique
element wr in the p-adic CM type Σp of Mr to be
̟r = 1− ζpr (3.7.13)
for a primitive pr-th root of unity ζpr , and furthermore we may choose them so that
NormMr+1,wr+1/Mr,wr (̟r+1) = ̟r (3.7.14)
for any positive integer r, and
NormM1,w1/M0,w0 (̟1) = p (3.7.15)
for r = 1 case.
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Proposition 3.7.16. Suppose that M is of the form M0(µpr). In particular, we choose ̟w ∈
Mw for the unique element w ∈ Σp such that
NormMw/Qp(̟w) = p (3.7.17)
holds. Then ∫
Z
χ̂κndC = 1− α
kpk
αk
= 1− α2kp2k (3.7.18)
holds for any integers k and n.
Proof. We can achieve (3.7.17) by (3.7.13). Note that according to the geometric normaliza-
tion of the reciprocity map, αα = p−1. Also note the fact that κ(̟w) = κ(̟w). The assertion
of the proposition easily follows from the definitions of χ, α, and p-adic avatars of them.
3.8 p-adic L-function
In this subsection, we define the p-adic L-function and describe its interpolation property
which characterizes it. We make some modifications to the p-adic L-function defined in [12],
which is crucial for our proof of main result.
For a number field H denote by Cl(H) the ideal class group of H. The transfer map
induces a map Cl(F) → Cl(M) and let Cl−(M) be its cokernel. We often write Cl− instead
of Cl−(M) for simplicity. Let D a set of representatives for Cl−, chosen from AD∞,×M . As
before, we write Z for Z(C), and Λ denotes the Iwasawa algebra over Z, and let C ∈ Λ be the
modification factor defined in (3.7.3).
Definition 3.8.1. We define a measure LΣ,C,δ on Z to be
LΣ,C,δ = C ·
∑
u∈U/Ualg
∑
a∈D
recM(a)E(c(a);u)(x(a)) ∈ Λ, (3.8.2)
and we often write L = LΣ,C,δ.
We compare our normalization of p-adic L-function with some of those appeared in the
literature. In [12], D is chosen to be a representative set for Cl− modulo the image of T in Cl−
under recM, and the sum indexed by u is taken over U . The difference in D is harmless because
the image of T in Cl− is 2-primary, whence it simply introduce a constant factor which prime
to p. However, the difference introduced by Ualg is a constant factor, which is not always prime
to p. In [12], p is always assumed to be unramified in F, which implies that the order of Ualg
is prime to p. On the other hand, when p ramifies in F, the order of Ualg may be divisible
by p, and we possibly obtain more optimal L by considering U/Ualg instead of U . Indeed, this
factor is what made the p-adic L-function of [16, 11] sometimes differ from the interpolation
formula predicted by non-commutative Iwasawa theory, as observed in [18]. The factor C
which we defined in (3.7.3) did not appear in the previous work of p-adic Hecke L-functions,
but it appeared in the interpolation formula for the p-adic Rankin-Selberg L-functions.
For a place w that divides pC+, recalling that we have chosen θv in Subsection 2.4, let
Eulw(χw) = χw(2δw)
L(0, χw)
ǫ(0, χw, ψ)L(1, χ
−1
w )
(3.8.3)
and define
Eulp(χ) =
∏
w|Σp
Eul(χw), EulC+(χ) =
∏
w|F
Eul(χw). (3.8.4)
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Also we write
C∞(χ) = i∞
(
i−1p C(χ̂)
)
. (3.8.5)
Let LpC(χ, s) be the imprimitve complex L-function, obtained by removing Euler factors
dividing pC from the primitive complex L-function L(χ, s). We call L a p-adic L-function
because it interpolates special values of complex Hecke L-functions in the following way.
Proposition 3.8.6. Let χ be algebraic Hecke character of infinity type kΣ+(1−c)m satisfying
either
k ≥ 1, and mσ ≥ 0 for all σ (3.8.7)
or
k ≤ 1, and k +m ≥ 0 for all σ. (3.8.8)
Let r be the number of distinct prime factors of the relative discriminant DM/F. Then∫
Z χ̂dL
ΩkΣ+2mp
= LpC(χ, 0) · C∞(χ)Eulp(χ)EulC+(χ)×
2rπmΓΣ(kΣ+m)√
|DF|R(Im(δ))mΩkΣ+2m∞
(3.8.9)
holds. The equality is understood as the assertion that the both sides are algebraic numbers
in C and Qp respectively, and they are equal to each other with respect to the embeddings i∞
and ip.
Proof. By definition of L, we have∫
Z
χ̂dL = C(χ̂)
∑
u∈U/Ualg
∑
a∈D
χ̂(a)E(c(a), u)(χ̂)(x(a)). (3.8.10)
The right hand side is computed in Proposition 4.9 of [12], from which we deduce (3.8.9).
4 Transfer congruence
In this section, we prove the transfer congruence, which is the main result of the current
paper.
4.1 The normalized diagonal embedding
In this subsection, we introduce the normalized diagonal embedding which we denote by ∆,
and study its effect on q-expansions on Hilbert modular forms. As before, F/F′ is a degree p
extension of totally real fields, and ∆ will be a slight modification of ∆˜, which were introduced
in Subsection 2.5. Unfortunately, in order to have a good normalized ∆, we need to impose a
condition on F/F′ which is stronger than (P) imposed therein. Throughout this section, we
will assume that
(P’) The relative different dF/F′ is pO.
Clearly, (P’) implies (P), which is introduced in Subsection 2.5. Furthermore, whenever (P’)
is true, we always take dF/F′ in (P) to be p.
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Definition 4.1.1. Recall that ∆˜ was defined in (2.5.2). Define the normalized diagonal
embedding ∆ to be
∆: X ′+ ×GL2(A∞F′ )→ X+ ×GL2(A∞F ) (4.1.2)
x 7→
[
p−1 0
0 p
]
· ∆˜(x). (4.1.3)
It is easy to see that if f is an automorphic form on X+×GL2(A∞F ), then the pull-back of f
along ∆ which denote by ∆∗f is an automorphic form on X ′+ ×GL2(A∞F ). The strategy for
the proof of our main result is to compare an automorphic form f on X+ ×GL2(A∞F ) and f ′
on X+ × GL2(A∞F′ ) by comparing the q-expansions of ∆∗f and f ′. In order to do that, it is
important to express the q-expansion of ∆∗f in terms of f . Before we formulate it precisely,
we introduce some notation. Let f be a holomorphic automorphic form on X+ ×GL2(A∞F ).
Suppose that we are given a finite idele g∞ ∈ GL(A∞
F
), and consider the function F on X+
which is defined by
F (τ) = f ((τ, g∞)) . (4.1.4)
Let τσ to be the σ-component of τ for each σ ∈ I, then we have a Fourier expansion of the
form
F (τ) =
∑
β
aβ(F )exp
(
2πi
∑
σ∈I
σ(β)τσ
)
(4.1.5)
for some aβ(F ) ∈ C, where β runs over the set of all totally non-negative elements in F. In
fact, as a function of β, aβ(F ) is supported on a fractional ideal of F, but it is irrelevant
for our purpose to make that ideal explicit. Now consider a finite idele g′∞ in GL2(A
∞
F′
).
Define f ′ to be ∆∗f and define F ′ to be the restriction of f ′ to X ′+ × {g′∞}. Then, F ′ will
also have a Fourier expansion of the form
F ′(τ ′) =
∑
β′
a′β(F
′)exp
(
2πi
∑
σ′∈I′
σ′(β′)τσ′
)
. (4.1.6)
Proposition 4.1.7. In the situation above, assume in addition that
g∞ =
[
1 0
0 c−1
]
, and g′∞ =
[
1 0
0 (c′)−1
]
, (4.1.8)
and that the natural map A∞
F′
→ A∞
F
sends c′ to c. Then, we have
aβ′(F
′) =
∑
β
aβ(F ), (4.1.9)
where the sum is taken over the set consisting of β ∈ F such that TrF/F′(β) = pβ′.
Proof. Let τ ′ an arbitrary element in X ′+, and let τ be the element of X+ such that for
each σ ∈ Σ, τσ equals to τ ′σ′ where σ′ is the restriction of σ to F′. In other words, τ is the
image of τ ′ under the naive diagonal embedding X ′+ → X+. The assertion of the proposition
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follows from a straightforward calculation. Indeed, we have
F ′(τ ′) = f ′
((
τ ′,
[
1 0
0 (c′)−1
]))
(4.1.10)
= ∆∗f
((
τ ′,
[
1 0
0 (c′)−1
]))
(4.1.11)
= f
(
∆
(
τ ′,
[
1 0
0 (c′)−1
]))
(4.1.12)
= f
([
p−1 0
0 p
]
· ∆˜
(
τ,
[
1 0
0 (c′)−1
]))
(4.1.13)
= f
([
p−1 0
0 p
]
·
(
pτ,
[
p 0
0 (pc)−1
]))
(4.1.14)
= f
((
p−1τ,
[
1 0
0 c−1
]))
(4.1.15)
= F (p−1τ) (4.1.16)
=
∑
β
aβ(F )exp
(
2πi
∑
σ∈I
σ(β)p−1τσ
)
(4.1.17)
=
∑
β
aβ(F )exp
2πi ∑
σ′∈I′
∑
σ|
F′=σ
′
σ(β)p−1τσ
 (4.1.18)
=
∑
β
aβ(F )exp
2πi ∑
σ′∈I′
p−1τσ′
∑
σ|
F′=σ
′
σ(β)
 (4.1.19)
=
∑
β
aβ(F )exp
(
2πi
∑
σ′∈I′
p−1τσ′TrF/F′(β)
)
(4.1.20)
=
∑
β′∈F′
∑
β : Tr
F/F′(β)=β
′
aβ(F )exp
(
2πi
∑
σ′∈I′
p−1τσ′β
′
)
(4.1.21)
=
∑
β′∈F′
 ∑
β : Tr
F/F′(β)=pβ
′
aβ(F )
 exp(2πi ∑
σ′∈I′
τσ′β
′
)
. (4.1.22)
From this we conclude the assertion of the proposition.
4.2 Properties of Katz’ p-adic modular forms
As promised in Remark 2.3.6, we introduce the notion of p-adic modular forms following
Katz. It is stronger than Hida’s definition which we stated as Definition 2.3.4, in the sense
that a p-adic modular form in the sense of Hida is naturally a p-adic modular form in the sense
of Katz. In contrast to the elementary definition of Hida, which uses nothing more than q-
expansions, that of Katz is built upon the theory of integral models of Shimura varieties and
the Igusa tower. We will not go into them, and we will just summarize some properties of
Katz’ modular form that we need.
Remark 4.2.1. For the readers who are interested in the definition, not just properties, of
Katz’ p-adic modular forms, we suggest consulting the paper [12] by Hsieh, the original paper
[16] of Katz, and the book [9] of Hida. However, there is some technical complications that
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need to be pointed out. The compactification of the integral model of Shimura variety and the
Igusa tower that need to be constructed first appeared in the thesis of Rapoport. However, the
thesis contained a mistake, which makes the proof of q-expansion principle for p-adic modular
forms incomplete when p divides the discriminant of the totally real field being considered.
Note that the excluded cases are precisely what interest us, while the most of literature deals
with the opposite situation in which p is unramified in it. The work [5] of Deligne and Pappas
fixes the problem, from which we can deduce the q-expansion principle along the smooth locus
of the Shimura variety. Over the ordinary locus, the two moduli problems defined by Deligne-
Pappas and Rapoport agree, whence the cusps and the ordinary CM points belong to the
same component of the special fiber modulo p. In particular, we can apply the q-expansion
principle to the CM points x(a) that are considered in the current article.
As before, F will denote a totally real field and we fix an ideal c of F, which plays the
role of a polarization ideal. Let K be an open compact subgroup of GL2(A
∞
F
). We keep
the conditions on K that we imposed in Subsection 2.2. Let Qurp be the maximal unramified
extension of Qp, and let I be the p-adic completion of the valuation ring of Qurp . For a p-adic
ring R which is also an I-algebra, we define V (c,K;R) to be the space of Katz p-adic modular
forms with coefficients in R defined in 2.5.3. of [12].
We now want to explain some properties of the space V (c,K;R) which will be needed
later. We begin with q-expansions. Recall that we defined the formal power series R[[qL]]
for a lattice L of F in (2.2.7). Then, V (c,K;R) is endowed with the injective q-expansion
homomorphism
V (c,K;R) →֒ R[[qL]] (4.2.2)
f 7→
∑
β
aβ(f)q
β (4.2.3)
for some L. If we view aβ(F ) as a function of a variable β ∈ F, then it is supported on the
set of totally positive elements in L.
The next property of Katz p-adic modular form is its relation with classical automorphic
forms. Recall thatMk(c,K
n
1 , R) was defined for a subring R of C in (2.2.10). Assume that R0
is a subring of C such that ip(R0) is contained in a subring R of Cp which is again an I-algebra.
Then we have a natural map
Mk(c,K
n
1 , R0)→ V (c,K;R) (4.2.4)
f 7→ f̂ (4.2.5)
and f̂ is called the p-adic avatar of f . The p-adic avatar f̂ of a Hilbert modular form f
in Mk(c,K
n
1 , R0) is characterized the property that the q-expansion of f in as a Hilbert
modular form is equal to the q-expansion of f̂ as a p-adic modular form.
The next property of Katz’ p-adic modular form is that we have a natural injective map
from the space of p-adic modular forms in the sense of Hida. Recall that the latter was defined
in Definition 2.3.4, and V0(c,K;R) denotes the space of them. Assume that R is an I-algebra.
We have a canonical map
V0(c,K;R)→ V (c,K;R) (4.2.6)
which is characterized by the preservation of the q-expansion. That is, denoting by i the
inclusion (4.2.6) temporarily, to say that for every f ∈ V0(c,K;R), the q-expansion of i(f)
is equal to the formal power series that defines F . From now, we identify V0(c,K;R) as a
subspace of V (c,K;R).
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Another property of Katz’ p-adic modular forms that distinguish it from Hida’s is that it
is functorial in the coefficients. Let R and R′ be two p-adic rings that are algebras over I.
For any I-algebra homomorphism α : R→ R′, we have a canonical map
α∗ : V (c,K;R) −→ V (c,K;R′). (4.2.7)
In terms of q-expansions, α∗ is characterized by the natural map R[[q]] → R′[[q]] induced
by α.
The last property of Katz’ p-adic modular form that we will need is the evaluation homo-
morphism. For each CM point x(a), we have
V (c,K;R) −→ R (4.2.8)
F 7→ F (x(a)) (4.2.9)
which satisfies the following properties. Firstly, for α : R→ R′, we have
α(F (x(a))) = (α∗F )(x(a)). (4.2.10)
Also, we have
f(x(a)) = f̂(x(a)). (4.2.11)
4.3 A map between p-adic modular forms
In this subsection, we keep the assumptions from the previous section, and we study a map
between p-adic modular forms induced by ∆. In particular, we work with a degree p exten-
sion F/F′ such that the relative different dF/F′ is generated by p. Also, we fix quadratic CM
extension M′/F′ with CM type Σ′, and define M to be M′F. Let δ′ be an element in M′ sat-
isfying the polarization conditions (pol-1), (pol-2), and (pol-3) for M′/F′. Let c′ be the ideal
of F′ associated to δ′ by the condition (pol-3). Let δ be pδ′ ∈M. Then, by our discussion in
Subsection 2.5, δ satisfies the polarization conditions for M/F. Also, the polarization ideal c
associated to δ equals c′ · O.
We will use the notation from Subsection 2.3 and Section 3. Furthermore, we take ideals C
of F and C′ in F′ in such a way that C′O = C. Let K (resp. K ′) be the open compact subgroup
in GL2(A
∞
F
) (resp. GL2(A
∞
F′
)) introduced in Section 3. By shrinking K ′ if necessary, ∆∗
induces a map
∆∗ : Mk(c,K
n
1 ,C)→Mpk(c′,K ′n1 ,C). (4.3.1)
Recall that V (c,K;R) denotes the space of R-adic modular forms. Let R0 be a subring of Q
such that ip(R0) is contained in the valuation ring of Cp, and let R be the completion of ip(R0)
in Cp. Then there is a canonical embedding
Mk(c,K
n
1 , R)→ V (c,K;R) (4.3.2)
f 7→ f̂ (4.3.3)
which is compatible with the q-expansions on both sides. We claim that ∆∗ in fact induces a
map between Λ-adic forms
∆∗ : V0(c,K; Λ) −→ V0(c′,K ′; Λ), (4.3.4)
Indeed, if χ̂ ∈ X, f ∈ V0(c,K; Λ), then (∆∗(f))(χ̂) equals ∆∗(f(χ̂)) at least as two formal q-
expansions. Since f(χ̂) belongs toMk(c,K,C) for a Zariski dense set of characters χ̂, it follows
that (∆∗(f))(χ̂′) belongs to Mkp(c
′,K ′,C) for such characters χ̂. It follows that that ∆∗f
belongs to V0(c
′,K ′; Λ).
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4.4 Proof of the main theorem
In this subsection, assuming the condition (P) and another condition (C) which is defined
below, we prove Theorem 4.4.11, the main theorem of the current paper. We will introduce
two p-adic modular forms and deduce the transfer congruence between p-adic L-functions
from the congruence between these two p-adic modular forms and applying the q-expansion
principle. We begin with formulating the q-expansion principle that we are going to use.
Theorem 4.4.1 (q-expansion principle). Let R be a p-adic ring. Let f be an R-adic modular
form in V (c,K;R). Suppose that f has q-expansion
f(q) =
∑
β
aβ(f)q
β. (4.4.2)
Let x(1) be the CM point defined in Subsection 2.4. Suppose that there is an ideal J of R such
that for all β, aβ(f) belongs to J . Then we have
f(x(1)) ∈ J. (4.4.3)
Proof. Let OCp be the valuation ring of Cp. Let Y be a Zariski dense set of homomor-
phisms φ : R→ OCp such that f(φ) is has a q-expansion
f(φ) =
∑
β
ip(aβ(fφ))q
β (4.4.4)
for some fφ ∈ Mk(c,Kn1 , i−1p (OCp)). Such Y exists by definition of R-adic modular forms.
Let Jφ be the ideal of OCp generated by the image of J under φ : R → OCp . Then, of
course aβ(f(φ)) ≡ 0 modulo Jφ. As x(1) is an integral point on the Shimura variety, the q-
expansion principle implies that fφ(x(1)) belongs to Jφ. Now f(x(1)) is, by definition, the
element of R such that φ(f(x(1))) = fφ(x(1)). Such f(x(1)) is unique since Y is Zariski dense
for R. Then it follows that f(x(1)) ∈ J .
Now we define the relevant Λ-adic forms. Fix a set of representatives for U/Ualg, and
introduce a linear combination of Eisenstein series
E(c) = C ·
∑
u∈U/Ualg
∑
a∈D
recM(a)E(c(a);u)|[a] ∈ V (c,K; Λ). (4.4.5)
By the action of the operator |[a] on Ehχ,u described in Proposition (3.4.21), E(c) is independent
of the choice of D. We record an important property of E(c).
Proposition 4.4.6. The p-adic L-function L of Definition (3.8.1) satisfies
E(c)(x(1)) = L (4.4.7)
where c is associated to δ by (pol-3).
Proof. For χ̂ ∈ X+, we have
E(c)(x(1))(χ̂) = χ̂ (C)
∑
u∈U/Ualg
∑
a∈D
χ̂(a)E(c(a);u)(χ̂)|[a](x(1)) (4.4.8)
= χ̂ (C)
∑
u∈U/Ualg
∑
a∈D
χ̂(a)E(c(a);u)(χ̂)(x(a)) (4.4.9)
=
∫
Z
χ̂dL. (4.4.10)
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The second equality follows from the definition of the operator |[a]. Indeed, we defined |[a] to
be the translation
∣∣(ς−1f ̺(a)ςf ), which sends x(1) to x(a) according to our definition of CM
points. The third equality directly follows from the definition of L.
The transfer congruence, which is the main result of current paper is the following. We
remind the reader that the condition (P’) was introduced in the beginning of Subsection 4.1,
and the condition (C) will be defined in (4.4.31). See Remark 4.5.24 for a discussion on these
two conditions.
Theorem 4.4.11. Suppose that the conditions (P) and (C) hold. Then we have the transfer
congruence
L ≡ ver(L′) (mod T ). (4.4.12)
The rest of the current subsection will be devoted to the proof of above theorem. We
outline the strategy of the proof. In order to show that
L ≡ ver(L′) (mod T ) (4.4.13)
it suffices to show that
∆∗E(c)(x′(1)) ≡ ver∗E′(c′)(x′(1)) (mod T ) (4.4.14)
because ∆(x′(1)) = x(1). By applying the q-expansion principle, in the form of Theorem 4.4.1,
applied to ∆∗E(c) and ver∗E
′(c′), (4.4.14) follows from
aβ′ (∆
∗E(c)) ≡ aβ′
(
ver∗E
′(c′)
)
(mod T ) (4.4.15)
for every β′ ∈ F′. We will prove (4.4.15).
Let us write the β-th Fourier coefficient of E(c(a);u) as
aβ(E(c(a);u)) = A(β, c(a);u) (4.4.16)
and similarly define A′(β′, c′(a′);u′) for E′(c′(a′);u′). In particular, if we define B(β, c)
andB′(β′, c′) to be the β-th Fourier coefficient of E(c) and the β′-th Fourier coefficient of E′(c′)
respectively, then
B(β, c) = C ·
∑
a∈D
recM(a)
∑
U/Ualg
A(β, c(a);u) (4.4.17)
holds, and similarly
B′(β′, c′) = C′
∑
a′∈D′
recM′(a
′)
∑
U ′/U ′alg
A′(β′, c′(a′);u′) (4.4.18)
holds. By the description about the effect of ∆ on q-expansion given in Proposition 4.1.7, the
assertion of (4.4.15) is equivalent to the assertion that for each totally positive β′ ∈ F′∑
β
B(β, c) ≡ ver (B′(β′, c′)) (mod T ) (4.4.19)
holds, where the sum indexed by β is taken over the set {β|β ∈ F, TrF/F′(β) = pβ′}.
Either side of (4.4.19) does not depend on the choice of representatives that we make, but it
will be convenient for us to fix a good representatives for the computation. Precisely speaking,
we will regard Cl− (resp. U
′/U ′alg) as a subset of Cl−(resp. U/Ualg), which is possible since
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the natural diagonal map induces an embedding. We first choose representatives for U ′/U ′alg
and D′. Then we choose the representatives for U/Ualg and D by extending the chosen ones.
Furthermore, the representatives for D and U/Ualg can be chosen to be G-sets, where G is
the Galois group Gal(M/M′). In the rest of the subsection, we fix such representatives.
The next two propositions are the criterions which we will use to prove (4.4.19).
Proposition 4.4.20. Recall that G = Gal(M′/M) acts on Z, which extends to an action
on Λ. Suppose we have an element λ ∈ Λ of the form
λ =
∑
γ∈W
λγ (4.4.21)
where the sum is taken over a finite set W with G-action, and λγ ∈ Λ. Let the action of G
on γ ∈ W be written as γ 7→ γg for g ∈ G. Let WG be the subset of W consisting of the
elements of W that are fixed by G. Then λ belongs to the trace ideal T if
gλγ = λγg (4.4.22)
for all γ ∈W −WG and all g ∈ G, and
λγ ∈ pΛ (4.4.23)
for all γ ∈WG.
Proof. Define
λγ =
{
λγ if γ ∈W −WG
p−1λγ if γ ∈WG
(4.4.24)
for each γ ∈ W . By the assumptions, λγ is well defined and belongs to Λ. It is easy to see
that λ is the image of ∑
γ∈W/G
λγ (4.4.25)
under the trace map, hence the proof is complete.
A variant of the previous proposition is the following.
Proposition 4.4.26. Keep the notation from Proposition 4.4.20. Identify Z with the image
of Z in Λ under the natural map Z → Λ. Suppose we have an element λ ∈ Λ of the form
λ =
∑
γ∈W
aγzγ (4.4.27)
Then λ belongs to the trace ideal T if
gzγ = zγg (4.4.28)
for any γ ∈W and any g ∈ G,
aγ = agγ (4.4.29)
for any γ ∈W −WG, and
aγ ∈ pZp (4.4.30)
for any γ ∈WG.
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Proof. It is a special case of Proposition 4.4.20, where we have taken λγ to be of the form aγzγ .
We introduce a condition from which we deduce (4.4.19), which will be proved later under
a mild assumption.
(C) Let G = Gal(M/M′). Then
C ·
∑
a∈DG
recM(a) = ver
(
C′ ·
∑
a′∈D′
recM′(a
′)
)
(4.4.31)
holds.
Proposition 4.4.32. Assume (C). Then (4.4.19) holds.
Proof. Unfolding the definition, (4.4.19) is
C ·
∑
u∈U/Ualg
∑
a
∑
β
A(β, c(a);u) ≡ ver
C′ · ∑
u′∈U ′/U ′alg
∑
a′
A′(β′, c′(a′);u′)
 (4.4.33)
where the sum on the left hand side is indexed over the triples (β, a, u), where u ∈ U/Ualg, a ∈
D, and β ∈ F such that Tr(β) = pβ′, and the sum on the right hand side is indexed over the
pairs (u′, a′) where u′ ∈ U ′/U ′alg and a′ ∈ D′.
We first show G acts on the term A(β, c(a);u) by
gA(β, c(a);u) = A(βg, c(ag);ug). (4.4.34)
Recall the definitions
A(p)(β, c) = rec∞(β)NormF/Q(β
−1)
∏
v∤p
A(β, v, cv), (4.4.35)
A(β, c;u) = A(p)(β, c)recΣp(β)Iu(1+̟pOp)(β), (4.4.36)
from which we deduce that
gA(β, c;u) (4.4.37)
=gA(p)(β, c) × grecΣp(β) × Iu(1+̟pOp)(β) (4.4.38)
=gA(p)(β, c) × recΣp(βg)× Iug(1+̟pOp)(βg). (4.4.39)
Therefore (4.4.34) is reduced to
gA(p)(β, c(a)) = A(p)(βg, c(ag)), (4.4.40)
which is further reduced, using (4.4.35), to the assertion that
g
∏
v|v′
A(β, v, c(a)v) =
∏
v|v′
A(βg, v, c(ag)v) (4.4.41)
holds for each v′ ∤ p. Indeed, first we observe
g
∏
v|v′
A(β, v, c(a)v) =
∏
v|v′
gA(β, v, c(a)v) (4.4.42)
=
∏
v|v′
A(βg, vg, (c(a)v)
g) (4.4.43)
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where the second equality follows from formulae in Lemma 3.6.2. Continuing the computation,
we obtain ∏
v|v′
A(βg, vg, (c(a)v)
g) =
∏
v|v′
A(βg, vg, c(ag)vg ) (4.4.44)
=
∏
vg |v′
A(βg, vg, c(ag)vg ) (4.4.45)
=
∏
v|v′
A(βg, v, c(ag)v) (4.4.46)
where we permuted the index set by v 7→ vg in the second equality.
Define the index set W to be
W = {(β, a, u)|TrF/F′(β) = pβ′, a ∈ D, u ∈ U/Ualg} (4.4.47)
on which G acts by
g(β, a, u) = (βg, ag, ug.) (4.4.48)
In other words, the triple summation appearing in the left had side of (4.4.33) is taken over
the set W . By Proposition 4.4.26, the validity of (4.4.34) implies that∑
(β,a,u)∈W−WG
A(β, c(a);u) ∈ T (4.4.49)
and it follows that
C ·
∑
(β,a,u)∈W−WG
A(β, c(a);u) ∈ T (4.4.50)
because T is an ideal.
Now it is sufficient to prove
C ·
∑
(β,a,u)∈WG
recM(a)A(β, c(a);u) ≡ ver
C′ · ∑
(u′,a′)
recM′(a
′)A′(β′, c′(a′);u′)
 (mod T )
(4.4.51)
in order to show Proposition 4.4.32. In fact, the terms on the left hand side with u 6∈ U ′ are
zero, since βg = β and Tr(β) = pβ′ imply β = β′, and for those u we have Iu(1+̟vOv)(β) = 0,
whence A(β, c(a);u) is zero. We have reduced (4.4.51) to the assertion
C ·
∑
(u′,a)
recM(a)A(β
′, c(a);u) ≡ ver
C′ · ∑
(u′,a′)
recM(a)A
′(β′, c′(a′);u′)
 (mod T ),
(4.4.52)
where u′ varies in U ′ in both sides, and a′ varies in D′ on the right hand side, and a varies
among elements of D such that c(ag) = c(a). By identifying DG = D′, we write
C ·
∑
(u′,a′)
recM(a)A(β
′, c(a′);u) ≡ ver
C′ · ∑
(u′,a′)
recM(a)A
′(β′, c′(a′);u′)
 (mod T ),
(4.4.53)
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and the index sets on both sides are the same. In particular, we can further reduce (4.4.53)
to the assertion that for each u′ ∈ U ′
C ·
∑
a′
recM(a
′)A(β′, c(a′);u′) ≡ ver
(
C′ ·
∑
a′
recM(a)A
′(β′, c′(a′);u′)
)
(mod T ) (4.4.54)
holds. We rewrite (4.4.54) equivalently in the form
C ·
∑
a′
recM(a
′)× Iu′(1+̟pOp)(β′)× recΣp(β′)×
∏
v′∤p
∏
v|v′
A(β′, v, c(a′)v)

≡ver
C′ ·∑
a′
recM(a
′)× Iu′(1+̟′pO′p)(β′)× recΣ′p(β′)×
∏
v′∤p
A(β′, v′, c′(a′)v′)
 (mod T ).
(4.4.55)
Since we assumed (C), it suffices to show that
Iu′(1+̟pOp)(β
′)recΣp(β
′) = ver
(
Iu′(1+̟′pO′p)(β
′)recΣ′p(β
′)
)
(4.4.56)
holds, and for each v′ ∤ p and each a′ ∈ D′,∏
v|v′
A(β′, v, c(a′)v) ≡ ver
(
A(β′, v′, c′(a′)v′)
)
(mod T ) (4.4.57)
holds. Indeed, we deduce
C ·
∑
a∈DG
recM(a)
∏
v′∤p
∏
v|v′
A(β′, v, c(a)v)
 (4.4.58)
≡C′ ·
∑
a′∈D′
recM′(a
′) · ver
∏
v′∤p
A(β′, v′, c′(a′)v′)
 (4.4.59)
≡ver
(
C′ ·
∑
a′∈D′
recM′(a
′)
)
· ver
∏
v′∤p
A(β′, v′, c′(a′)v′)
 (mod T ) (4.4.60)
where the first and the second congruence follows from (4.4.57) and (C), respectively. By
multiplying (4.4.56) to the congruence
C ·
∑
a∈DG
recM(a)
∏
v′∤p
∏
v|v′
A(β′, v, c(a)v)
 (4.4.61)
≡ver
C′ · ∑
a′∈D′
recM′(a
′)
∏
v′∤p
A(β′, v′, c′(a′)v′)
 (mod T ) (4.4.62)
we obtain (4.4.55), which is equivalent to (4.4.54).
From the definition of u and u′ (4.4.56) follows immediately, and we now prove (4.4.57)
by dividing it into several lemmas.
Lemma 4.4.63. Suppose v′ splits in F, v′ splits in M′, and the place w′ of M′ lying above v′
divides F. Then, the assertion of (4.4.57) is true.
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Proof. From Lemma 3.6.2, we observe that the assertion of (4.4.57) is just∏
v|v′
recw(β)IO×v (β
′) ≡ ver
(
recw′(β
′)I
O′
v′
×(β′)
)
(mod T ), (4.4.64)
which follows immediately from the definition of ver in terms of ideles. In fact, the equality
holds in that case as well.
Lemma 4.4.65. Suppose v′ splits in F, and v′ does not divide D. Further assume that v′ is
not ramified in F, which is satisfied if we assume (P). Then, the assertion of (4.4.57) is true.
Proof. If we use the formulae in Lemma 3.6.2, in this case (4.4.57) becomes
∏
v|v′
valv(β′c(a′)v)∑
j=0
recw(̟
j
wc(a
′)v)|̟w|−jw IOv(β′c(a′)v)
 (4.4.66)
≡ver
valv′ (β′c′(a′)v′ )∑
j=0
recw′(̟w′
j
c
′(a′)v′)|̟′w′ |−jw′ IO′v′ (β
′
c
′(a′)v′)
 (mod T ) (4.4.67)
because v′ does not divide D. We will apply Proposition 4.4.26 after rearranging the terms
of (4.4.66). Define
nv = valv(β
′
c(a′)v) (4.4.68)
and we take the set W to be
W = {(jv)v|v′ |jv = 0, 1, 2, · · · , nv} (4.4.69)
consisting of tuples of integers indexed by the set of places v of F dividing v′. We equip W
with the G-action (
(jv)v|v′
)g
= (j
vg−1
)v|v′ (4.4.70)
given by the opposite action of G on the indices. Expanding the product in (4.4.66), we obtain
the sum ∑
j∈W
λj (4.4.71)
where j denotes the tuple (jv)v|v′ , and for each j ∈W , λj is given by∏
v|v′
recw(̟
jv
w c(a
′)v)|̟w|−jvw IOv (β′c(a′)v). (4.4.72)
By routine calculations, letting h = g−1 for simplicity, we obtain
gλj = g
∏
v|v′
recw(̟
jv
w c(a
′)v)|̟w|−jvw IOv(β′c(a′)v) (4.4.73)
=
∏
v|v′
recwg(̟
jv
wgc(a
′)vg )|̟wg |−jvwg IOvg (β′c(a′)vg ) (4.4.74)
=
∏
v|v′
recw(̟
j
vh
w c(a
′)v)|̟w|−jvhw IOv (β′c(a′)v) (4.4.75)
= λjg , (4.4.76)
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which is the first condition of Proposition 4.4.20. We deduce that∑
j∈W−WG
λj ∈ T (4.4.77)
and it remains to show that
∑
j∈WG
λj ≡ ver
valv′ (β′c′(a′)v′ )∑
j=0
recw′(̟w′
j
c
′(a′)v′)|̟′w′ |−jw′ IO′v′ (β
′
c
′(a′)v′)
 (mod T )
(4.4.78)
holds. Firstly, it is clear that WG consists of the parallel tuples (jv)v|v′ such that jv = n for
some n = 0, 1, 2, · · · , valv(β′c(a′)v). By our assumption, v′ is unramified in F. Noting that
our c is fixed by G, we observe
valv′(β
′
c(a′)v′) = valv(β
′
c(a′)v) (4.4.79)
from which we deduce that (4.4.78) holds as an equality. The proof of the lemma is complete.
Lemma 4.4.80. Suppose v′ splits in F, and v′ is either inert or ramified in M′. Then, the
assertion of (4.4.57) is true.
Proof. According to the definition of A(β′, v, c(a′)v),
A(β′, v, c(a′)v) = ψv
( −tv
2dFv
)
Vol(lj1 , dx)
∑
x∈l−j0/lj1
recv(x+ 2
−1
θv)
−1ψv
(−β′x
dFv
)
(4.4.81)
given in Lemma 3.6.7, for any pair of sufficiently large integers j0 and j1. Since it does not
depend on the finite idele c(a′)v, and we will consider a fixed β
′, we simply write
A(v) = A(β′, v, c(a′)v) (4.4.82)
and similarly write
A′(v′) = A′(β′, v′, c′(a′)v′) (4.4.83)
temporarily. Recall that we defined Remark 2.4.18. Note that
∏
v|v′
ψv
( −tv
2dFv
)
= ψv′
(−pt′v′
2dFv
)
= ψv′
(
−t′v′
2dF′
v′
)
(4.4.84)
holds. Also note that
Vol(lj1 , dxv) = Vol(l
′j1 , dx′) (4.4.85)
holds, where dxv and dx
′ are Haar measures on Fv and F
′
F′
such that
Vol(Ov, dxv) = Vol(O
′
v′ , dx
′) = 1. (4.4.86)
Of course, dxv and dx are the same, and the subscript merely specifies the place v. Also note
that
g · recv(x+ 2−1θv)−1ψv
(−β′x
dFv
)
= recv(x
g + 2−1θv)
−1ψv
(−β′x
dFv
)
(4.4.87)
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for any g ∈ G and any x ∈ l−j0/lj1 . Using these properties, one can show the assertion of the
lemma by an argument similar to the proof of Lemma 4.4.65. One may take the index set W
to be
W = {(xv)v|v′ |xv ∈ l−j0v /lj1v } (4.4.88)
where lv is the maximal ideal of Ov, and the G-action on W is given by(
(xv)v|v′
)g
= (x
vg−1
)v|v′ (4.4.89)
which is the inverse action on the indices similar to (4.4.70). We omit the details.
Lemma 4.4.90. Suppose v′ is inert in F, and v′ does not divide D′. Then, the assertion of
(4.4.57) is true.
Proof. In this case, there is a unique place v of F lying above v′. Because v′ is inert in F, we
have
|̟v′ |pv′ = |̟v|v (4.4.91)
and, in particular, we have
|̟v′ |pv′ ≡ |̟v|v (mod p). (4.4.92)
Also, since v is unramified over v′, we have
valv′(β
′
c(a′)v′) = valv(β
′
c(a′)v). (4.4.93)
The assertion of the lemma is
valv(βc(a′)v)∑
j=0
recM,v(̟
j
vc(a
′)v)|̟v |−jv IOv(βc(a′)v) (4.4.94)
≡ver
valv′(βc(a′)v′ )∑
j=0
recM′,v′(̟
j
v′c
′(a′)v′)|̟v′ |−jv′ IO′v′ (β
′
c
′(a′)v′)
 (mod T ) (4.4.95)
which equivalent to
n∑
j=0
recM,v(̟
j
vc(a
′)v)|̟v |−jv IOv(βc(a′)v) (4.4.96)
≡
n∑
j=0
recM,v(̟
j
vc(a
′)v)|̟v′ |−jv′ IOv (βc(a′)v) (mod T ) (4.4.97)
where we have written n = valv′(β
′
c(a′)v′) = valv(β
′
c(a′)v). We apply Proposition 4.4.26 to
n∑
j=0
recM,v(̟
j
vc(a
′)v)
(
|̟v|−jv − |̟v′ |−jv′
)
IOv(βc(a
′)v). (4.4.98)
Since c is the image of c′, it is fixed by G, and hence
g · recM,v(̟jvc(a′)v) = recM,v(̟jvc(a′)v) (4.4.99)
and the criterion of Proposition 4.4.26 is satisfied by our previous observation (4.4.92). The
proof of the lemma is complete.
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Lemma 4.4.100. Suppose v′ is inert in F, and v′ is splits in M′. Then, the assertion of
(4.4.57) is true.
Proof. From the formula of Lemma 3.6.2, it immediately follows from the fact that the equality
ver
(
recM′,v′(β
′)IO′
v′
(β′).
)
= recM,v(β
′)IOv (β
′) (4.4.101)
holds. In particular, the congruence claimed in (4.4.57) holds.
Lemma 4.4.102. Suppose v′ is inert in F, and v′ is either inert or ramified in M′. Then,
the assertion of (4.4.57) is true.
Proof. Keeping the notation from Lemma 4.4.80, we begin with the definition
A(v) = ψv
( −tv
2dFv
)
Vol(lj1 , dx)
∑
x∈l−j0/lj1
recv(x+ 2
−1
θv)
−1ψv
(−β′x
dFv
)
(4.4.103)
given in Lemma 3.6.7, for any pair of sufficiently large integers j0 and j1. Increasing j0 and j1
if necessary, we have the same definition
A′(v′) = ψv′
(
−t′v′
2dF′
v′
)
Vol(l′
j1 , dx)
∑
x∈l′−j0/l′j1
recv′(x+ 2
−1
θv′)
−1ψv′
(
−β′x
dF′
v′
)
(4.4.104)
with the same pair of integers j0 and j1 that we used for (4.4.103). Note that
ψv′
(
−t′v′
2dF′
v′
)
= ψv
( −tv
2dFv
)
(4.4.105)
since ψv = ψv′ ◦ TrF/F′ , dFv = pdF′
v′
, and t′v′ = tv. Also note that θv is the image of the θv′
under the diagonal embedding. Using these two facts, we obtain
ver
(
A′(v′)
)
= ψv
( −tv
2dFv
)
Vol(l′
j1 , dx′)
∑
x∈l′−j0/l′j1
recv(x+ 2
−1
θv′)
−1ψv
(−β′x
dFv
)
(4.4.106)
where dx′ denotes the Haar measure on O′v′ such that Vol(O
′
v′ , dx
′) = 1. Since v′ is inert in F,
we have
Vol(l′j1 , dx′)p = Vol(lj1 , dx) (4.4.107)
and, in particular,
Vol(l′j1 , dx′) ≡ Vol(lj1 , dx) (mod p) (4.4.108)
holds. From the equation (4.4.106), we obtain
ver
(
A′(v′)
) ≡ ψv ( −tv
2dFv
)
Vol(lj1 , dx)
∑
x∈l′−j0/l′j1
recv(x+ 2
−1
θv′)
−1ψv
(−β′x
dFv
)
(4.4.109)
modulo T . Now we observe that (
l−j0/lj1
)G
= l′
−j0/l′
j1 . (4.4.110)
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Indeed, one can easily show (4.4.110) by induction on j0 + j1. So (4.4.103) becomes, let-
ting W = l′−j0/l′j1 ,
A(v) =ψv
( −tv
2dFv
)
Vol(lj1 , dx)
∑
x∈WG
recv(x+ 2
−1
θv)
−1ψv
(−β′x
dFv
)
+ ψv
( −tv
2dFv
)
Vol(lj1 , dx)
∑
x∈W−WG
recv(x+ 2
−1
θv)
−1ψv
(−β′x
dFv
)
. (4.4.111)
Applying Proposition 4.4.26 to the difference of (4.4.109) and (4.4.111), we conclude the
lemma.
Combining the lemmas that we have proved, we conclude (4.4.57). The proof of Proposi-
tion 4.4.32 is complete.
We have completed the proof of Theorem 4.4.11.
4.5 verifying (P’) and (C)
In this subsection, we show that (P’) and (C) hold under mild assumptions. For a discussion
of these assumptions, see Remark 4.5.24.
Proposition 4.5.1. Suppose that µpr−1 ⊂M′, M = M′(µpr) for some r ≥ 2. Further assume
that M′/Q(µpr−1) is unramified at the unique prime of Q(µpr−1) lying above p. Then (P’)
holds for M/M′. In particular, (P) holds when M′ is given by M0(µpr−1) for a p-ordinary CM
field M0 which is unramified at p.
Proof. Let ϕ be the Euler totient function. From conductor-discriminant formula, the dis-
criminant of Q(µpr) is given by
er :=
r∑
j=1
(ϕ(pj)− ϕ(pj−1))pj , (4.5.2)
because, for each j ≥ 1, there are ϕ(pj)−ϕ(pj−1) distinct Dirichlet characters of conductor pj.
Solving a recurrence relation, for every r ≥ 2, we obtain the formula dQ(µpr )/Q(µpr−1 ) =
pOQ(µpr ) for the relative different.
Consider the diagram
M
Q(µpr)
✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉
M′ F
❆❆
❆❆
❆
❆❆
❆
Q(µpr−1)
✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈
F′
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
(4.5.3)
of field extensions. We first observe that M/Q(µpr) is unramified by our assumption. On
the other hand, the extensions M/F and M′/F′ are always unramified. We give an argument
forM/F, since the same argument works for M′/F′. SinceM is p-ordinary, the extension M/F
is unramified at every place lying above p in particular. However, F(µpr) is a non-trivial
subextension of M/F since F is totally positive. SinceM/F is quadratic, M is equal to F(µpr).
It follows from the properties of the cyclotomic fields that the extension M/F is unramified
outside of p.
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By the transifive property of relative different ideals, we have
dM/M′ = dQ(µpr )/Q(µpr−1 ) · R = pR (4.5.4)
and
dM/M′ = dF/F′ · R. (4.5.5)
From these to equalities, it follows that dF/F′ = pO, which is (P’).
We introduce some notation that are necessary to analyze the condition (C). Let us
decompose
Cl− = A⊕B, Cl′− = A′ ⊕B′ (4.5.6)
where A and A′ are the maximal p-primary subgroups of Cl− and Cl
′
− respectively. Then the
transfer map induces an isomorphism
Jp : B
′→˜BG. (4.5.7)
However, the map Jp : A
′ → AG is not necessarily an isomorphism. The cokernel of A′ → AG
is described by the ramification of F/F′.
Proposition 4.5.8. Suppose that M = M′(µpr+1) for some positive integer r. Then we have
Coker(A′ → AG) ∼=
∏
v′
Z/pZ (4.5.9)
where the product is taken over the set of places of F′ lying over p that are ramified in F′.
Moreover, each factor of Z/pZ is generated by the ideal class
pp−1 (4.5.10)
where p is the prime ideal associated to the unique element of Σp whose restriction to F
′ is v′.
Proof. See the Corollary 1.3.6 of [8].
Proposition 4.5.11. Suppose the condition of Proposition 4.5.8 holds. Further assume
that F/F′ is ramified at every place of F′ lying above p. Then the condition (C) holds.
Proof. As before, we fix representatives D and D′ for Cl− and Cl′− respectively. In particular,
we choose D so that the diagonal embedding maps D′ into D, and we choose D to be a G-set
with respect to the natural action of G on ideles. We further fix the decompositions
D = A× B (4.5.12)
D′ = A′ × B′ (4.5.13)
where A, B, A′, and B′ are representatives for A,B,A′, and B′ respectively. We may also
assume thatA and B areG-sets so that the decomposition D = A×B becomes a decomposition
of a G-set, and that the natural diagonal embedding mapsA′ and B′ into A and B respectively.
The map (4.5.7) being an isomorphism is now equivalent to the map
B′ → BG (4.5.14)
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being a bijection. On the other hand, the conclusion of Proposition 4.5.8 in terms of the A
and A′ can be reformulated as the assertion that we can choose A so that we have
AG =
∐
j
(
A′ ·
∏
w
(
̟w
̟w
)jw)
(4.5.15)
where j runs over the set
{(jw)w∈Σp |jw = 0, 1, 2, · · · , p− 1} (4.5.16)
of Σp-tuples of integers. The bijection (4.5.15) given above implies that
∑
a∈AG
recM(a) =
 ∏
w∈Σp
 p−1∑
jw=0
recw(̟w)
recw(̟w)
 ∑
a′∈A′
ver
(
recM′(a
′)
)
(4.5.17)
holds. Multiplying C to both sides, we obtain
C ·
∑
a∈AG
recM(a) = ver
(
C′ ·
∑
a′∈A′
recM′(a
′)
)
. (4.5.18)
It is not very difficult to obtain (C) from this. Indeed,
C ·
∑
a∈DG
recM(a) =
C · ∑
a∈AG
recM(a)
×
∑
b∈BG
recM(b)
 (4.5.19)
= ver
(
C′ ·
∑
a′∈A′
recM′(a
′)
)
× ver
(∑
b′∈B′
recM′(b
′)
)
(4.5.20)
= ver
C′ · ∑
(a′,b′)∈A′×B′
recM′(a
′b′)
 (4.5.21)
= ver
(
C′ ·
∑
a′∈D′
recM′(a
′)
)
(4.5.22)
after routine calculations. The proof of the proposition is complete.
Corollary 4.5.23. Let K be an imaginary quadratic field and let p be an odd prime that splits
in K. For an integer r ≥ 2, put M = K(µpr) and M′ = K(µpr−1). Then (C) and (P’) holds.
Proof. It is clear that the extension M/M′ satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 4.5.1,
Proposition 4.5.8, and Proposition 4.5.11.
Remark 4.5.24. We explain why the condition (P’) and (C) are considered as mild. Suppose
we have a tower of CM fields consisting ofMr for each positive integer r, such thatMr ⊂Mr+1
is a degree p extension for all r. Let M∞ be the union of the all Mr, and suppose that M∞
is Galois over M1 with the Galois group Gal(M∞/M) being isomorphic to Zp. Let Fr be
the maximal totally real subfield of Mr. If we let F∞ be the union of all Fr, then F∞ is
exactly the maximal totally real subfield of M∞, and it is Galois over F1 with the Galois
group Gal(F∞/F) being isomorphic to Zp. Under the validity of Leopoldt’s conjecture for F1,
which we do not know in full generality yet, F∞ must be the cyclotomic Zp-extension of F1.
Then it is easy to see that the condition (P) and (C) are satisfied for the extension Mr+1/Mr
when r is sufficiently large. Note that the Leopoldt’s conjecture is proved by Brumer for
abelian totally real number fields.
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5 Applications to the false Tate curve extensions
The current section has two aims. The first one is to explain the relation of our transfer
congruence to the existence of non-commutative p-adic L-functions, and the second is to
study the explicit congruence between L-values whic is implied by our work.
Roughly speaking, in order to prove the non-commutative Iwasawa main conjecture for a
given motive and a p-adic Lie extension, it is sufficient to prove various commutative Iwasawa
main conjecture for intermediate extensions and prove certain non-commutative Kummer
congruences between these commutative p-adic L-functions. This strategy was successfully
applied for the Tate motives over totally real fields in the works of Kakde and Ritter-Weiss.
We want to explain what are the relevant intermediate extensions for the false Tate curve
extensions, and how to deduce the necessary non-commutative Kummer congruence between
them from our transfer congruence. Unfortunately, we do not know at present all of the
commutative main conjectures that are necessary for the non-commutative one, in contrast
to the situation of the Tate motives over totally real fields for which the commutative main
conjecture is known in a wide generality.
While our speculations on the non-commutative Iwasawa main conjecture will rely on
other unknown conjectures, our work unconditionally imply the congruence between special
values of L-functions. We will study the explicit form of such congruences over the false Tate
curve extension in Subsection 5.3.
5.1 Algebraic preliminaries
In this subsection, we start with a compact p-adic Lie group G. We always assume that G
has a closed normal subgroup H such that Γ = G/H is isomorphic to Zp, and explain in
general and vague terms what are the non-commutative congruences for it. In the case when
H is abelian, which is our main concern of this paper, will state precisely the description of
K1-groups of Iwsawa algebra Λ(G) in terms of the transfer congruence. For more details and
generalizations, see [4]. Following [3], we define
S = {λ ∈ Λ(G)|Λ(G)/Λ(G)λ is finitely generated as a left Λ(H)-module.}. (5.1.1)
As shown in Theorem 2.4 of [3], S ⊂ Λ(G) is an Ore set, and we denote the localization
of Λ(G) at S by Λ(G)S . The completion of Λ(G)S with respect to the p-adic topology is
denoted by Λ̂(G)S . Strictly speaking, S depends on G and H, but we omit G and H from the
notation. In practice, G is given as a Galois group, and Γ corresponds to the cyclotomic Zp-
extension.
For any topological ring R, we define K1(R) by
K1(R) = GL(R)/[GL(R),GL(R)]
− (5.1.2)
where GL(R) is the inductive limit lim→nGLn(R) with respect to the inclusions
[
a
] 7→ [a 0
0 1
]
,
and [GL(R),GL(R)]− is the closure of the commutator subgroup [GL(R),GL(R)] of GL(R).
When G is abelian, Λ(G) is a semi-local ring and K1(Λ(G)) = Λ(G)
× and K1(Λ(G)S) =
Λ(G)×S . One successful approach to understanding K1(Λ(G)) for a non-commutative G is to
describe it in terms of abelian subquotients of G. To be precise, one defines a family of abelian
subquotients {Gi|i ∈ I} for some index set I and a family of maps θi : K1(Λ(G))→ K1(Λ(Gi)),
in the hope that studying the map
θ =
∏
i∈I
θi : K1(Λ(G))→
∏
i∈I
K1(Λ(G)) =
∏
i∈I
Λ(G)× (5.1.3)
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shed some light on the structure of K1(Λ(G)). One tries to show θ is injective, or at least
describe its kernel, and also describe the image. The relations that an I-tuple (Li)i needs to
satisfy in order to be in the image of θ is called non-commutative congruences. The transfer
congruence proved in Theorem 4.4.11 is one example of such non-commutative congruences.
When H is pro-p and abelian, then this is in fact sufficient. Indeed, for every integer r ≥ 0,
consider the unique closed subgroup Γr of Γ with [Γr : Γ] = p
r. Let Gr be the inverse image
of Γr in G and let G
ab
r be the abelianization of Gr. Since Gr is of finite index in G, we
have a norm map Nrr = K1(Λ(G)) → K1(Λ(Gr). Similarly, we have the norm map Nrr′,r =
K1(Λ(Gj)) → K1(Λ(Gr) whenever r′ ≤ r. Also we have a map K1(Λ(Gr′)) → K1(Λ(Gabr )
induced by the natural projection Gr → Gabr . Define θr
θr : K1(Λ(G)) → K1(Λ(Gr))→ K1(Λ(Gabr )) (5.1.4)
to be the composition of the two maps. Similarly, we define the maps
θrS : K1(Λ(G)S)→ K1(Λ(Gr)S)→ K1(Λ(Gabr )S) (5.1.5)
θ̂rS : K1(Λ̂(G)S)→ K1(Λ̂(Gr)S)→ K1( ̂Λ(Gabr )S). (5.1.6)
For each positive integer r, let verr : Λ(G
ab
r−1) → Λ(Gabr ) be the map induced by the transfer
map Gabr−1 → Gabr on the group elements. We have a trace map Λ(Gabr ) → Λ(Gabr ) with
respect to the action of Gr/Gr−1, and let Tr be the image. Then Tr is an ideal in Λ(G
ab
r ) and
we write T̂r,S = Tr ̂Λ(Gabr )S .
Theorem 5.1.7. Assume that H is pro-p and abelian. The maps
θ : K1(Λ(G))→
∏
r≥0
Λ(Gabr )
× (5.1.8)
θ̂S : K1(Λ̂(G)S)→
∏
r≥0
̂Λ(Gabr )S
×
(5.1.9)
are injective. The image of θ consists of (xr) satisfying
(MS1) Nrj,i(xj) = xi for all 0 ≤ i ≤ j .
(MS2) xi is fixed under the action of Γ for all i.
(MS3) xi ≡ veri(xi−1) modulo Ti for all i ≥ 1.
The image of θ̂S is described by the first two conditions and the congruence modulo T̂i,S.
Remark 5.1.10. The conditions (MS1) and (MS2) are minimal compatibility conditions. For
a general G, the transfer congruence (MS3) is not sufficient, and we need to consider different
kinds of congruences as described in [15, 19].
Remark 5.1.11. It is sometimes necessary to use an extension of Zp as the coefficient for the
Iwasawa algebra. When the coefficient ring is unramified, it is proved in [15] that the same
result holds after twisting veri by the Frobenius on the coefficient ring.
5.2 Specialization to the false Tate curve extensions
In this subsection, we will specialize to the false Tate curve extension of imaginary quadratic
fields, and discuss the non-commutative p-adic L-function along it. More precisely, we fix an
imaginary quadratic field
M0 = Q(
√
−D0) (5.2.1)
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for a positive square-free integer D0, and an odd prime p which splits in M0. Fix an integer m
which is a p-th power free and |m|R > 1. Define
Mr = M0(µpr) (5.2.2)
for each non-negative integer r, and define
K∞ =
∞⋃
r=0
Mr(m
1
pr ) (5.2.3)
to be the two dimensional p-adic Lie extension of M0. It easily follows from the Kummer
theory that the Galois group Gal(K∞/M0) is isomorphic to the semidirect product Zp⋊Z
×
p ,
where Z×p acts on Zp by the multiplication.
We need a preliminary reduction step before we apply the result of the previous subsection.
Consider the open subgroup Zp ⋊ (1 + pZp) of index p− 1 in Zp ⋊Z×p . Consider the map
φ : K1(Λ(Zp ⋊Z
×
p )) −→ K1(Λ(Z×p ))×K1(Λ(Zp ⋊ (1 + pZp))) (5.2.4)
λ 7−→ (λ0, λ1) (5.2.5)
where λ0 is the image under map induces by the natural projection Zp⋊Z×p → Z×p , and λ1 is
the image of the norm map. Since 1 + pZp is an open subgroup of Z
×
p , we have a norm map
φ0 : K1(Λ(Z
×
p )) −→ K1(Λ(1 + pZp)) (5.2.6)
and we have a map
φ1 : K1(Λ(Zp ⋊ (1 + pZp))) −→ K1(Λ(1 + pZp)) (5.2.7)
induce by the projection map.
Proposition 5.2.8. A pair
(λ0, λ1) ∈ K1(Λ(Z×p ))×K1(Λ(Zp ⋊ (1 + pZp))) (5.2.9)
lies in the image of φ if and only if φ0(λ0) = φ1(λ1).
Proof. We omit the proof.
The above proposition is the reason why the non-commutative congruences for the group
Zp ⋊ Z×p only involve the subquotions of Zp ⋊ (1 + pZp). Our strategy to prove existence of
a p-adic L-function for Zp ⋊Z×p is to construct λ0 and λ1 satisfying the above compatibility
condition. In order to construct λ1, we apply Theorem 5.1.7 to the group G = Zp⋊ (1+pZp).
The open subgroups Gr correspond to the groups Gal(K∞/Mr), whose abelianizations are
given by
Gabr = Gal(Mr(µp∞ ,m
1
pr )/Mr). (5.2.10)
Fix a CM type Σ0 for M0, which is p-ordinary, then for each r ≥ 1, Mr has a p-ordinary
CM type Σr induced from M0. For simplicity, let M = M1, and let Σ be the CM type of M.
suppose we have an algebraic Hecke character
χ : AM −→ C× (5.2.11)
whose infinity type is kΣ with a positive integer k, and unramified at all places dividing p.
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Remark 5.2.12. In practice, such χ can be obtained from the Hecke character χE associated
to an elliptic curve E defined over M0 with complex multiplication byM0, with good ordinary
reduction at all places dividing p. Such character will have infinity type Σ0, and the character
χkE ◦Norm: AM → C× (5.2.13)
will have infinity type kΣ. We will come back to this situation in the next subsection.
By composing χ with the norm map A×
Mr
→ A×
M
, we obtain
χr : A
×
Mr
−→ C× (5.2.14)
for each r ≥ 1.
Let C be the conductor of χ, which is an ideal of M relatively prime to p. Fix a polariza-
tion δ ∈ M, with polarization ideal c. Now we are in the situation of the main results of our
paper. In particular, for each r ≥ 1, we obtain the p-adic L-function
Lr ∈ Λ(Zr) (5.2.15)
of Definition 3.8.1, where Zr is the Galois group
lim
∞←n
Gal(Mr(p
nC)/Mr) (5.2.16)
introduced in (2.3.7). Let Lr(χr) be the branch of Lr along Gr with respect to χr. That is
to say, Lr(χr) is the unique element of Λ(Gabr ) such that∫
Gabr
φdLr(χ) =
∫
Zr
φ˜χ̂dL (5.2.17)
for every continuous function φ : Gabr → Zp, where φ˜ denotes the pull-back of φ along the
natural projection map Zr → Gabr .
Remark 5.2.18. When χ arises from an imaginary quadratic field in the manner explained
in Remark 5.2.12, then we let L0(χ0) to be the branch of L0 along Gab = Gal(M∞/M0)
with respect to χ0. If we put λ0 = L0(χ0) and λ1 = L1(χ1), then λ0 and λ1 satisfies the
compatibility condition in Proposition 5.2.8, in the sense that if we let
φ0 : Λ(Z
×
p ) −→ Λ(1 + pZp) (5.2.19)
be the norm map and let
φ1 : Λ(Zp/pZp × (1 + pZp))→ Λ(1 + pZp) (5.2.20)
be the natural projection, then we have φ0(u · λ0) = φ1(λ1) for a p-adic unit u ∈ Z×p .
As a consequence of Theorem 4.4.11, we establish the transfer congruence between Lr(χr)
for r ≥ 1. The factor u was computed in the proof of Theorem 7.2 in [18], where we worked
with pL1 instead of L1.
Theorem 5.2.21. We have
verr−1(Lr−1(χ)) = Lr(χ) (mod Tr) (5.2.22)
for each r ≥ 2.
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Proof. The key fact is the commutativity of the diagram
Zr−1 //

Gabr−1

Zr // G
ab
r
(5.2.23)
where the two vertical maps are transfer maps, and the horizontal maps are the natural
projections. Having observed this, it is easy to see the congruence from the characterization
(5.2.17) of Lr(χr) in terms of Lr, and the transfer congruence between Lr.
Although Theorem 5.2.21 verifies (MS3) of Theorem 5.1.7, we do not know yet whether
Lr(χr) ∈ Λ(Gabr )×S (5.2.24)
holds for all r ≥ 1. We first observe that the conditions (5.2.24) for r ≥ 0 are rather strongly
dependent to each other.
Proposition 5.2.25. Suppose that (5.2.24) holds for r = 0. Then it holds for all r ≥ 0.
Proof. We proceed by induction. Since Gabr is one dimensional for every r ≥ 0, an element λ ∈
Λ(Gabr ) belongs to Λ(G
ab
r )
×
S if and only if λ is not a zero divisor in Λ(G
ab
r )/pΛ(G
ab
r ).
From r = 0 to r = 1, we use the observation made in Remark 5.2.18, that L0(χ0)
and L1(χ1) satisfies a compatibility condition with respect to φ0 and φ1. Since φ0 maps
a non-zero divisor to a non-zero divisor, and φ1 maps a zero devisor to a zero divisor, we
have the induction step from r = 0 to r = 1. The remaining induction steps can be verified
similarly by comparing Lr(χr) and Lr−1(χr−1) using relevant norm and projection maps.
Unfortunately, we do not know how to theoretically prove (5.2.24) for r = 0, and we assume
it only for the rest of the current subsection. If we further assume that Lr(χr) satisfies the
commutative Iwasawa main conjecture for every r, then it will follow that there exists a
non-commutative p-adic L-function in K1(Λ(G)S), which will satisfy the non-commutative
Iwasawa main conjecture. Without the assumption on the commutative main conjectures, we
need to work with the completion of localized Iwasawa algebras.
Corollary 5.2.26. Suppose (5.2.24). Then there exists an element
L(G) ∈ K1(Λ̂(G)S) (5.2.27)
which satisfies
θ̂rS(L(G)) = Lr(χr) (5.2.28)
for every r ≥ 0, where θ̂rS was defined in (5.1.6).
Proof. The existence of certain element L(G) in K1(Λ̂(G)S) follows from Theorem 5.1.7,
combined with Proposition 5.2.8. We need to verify then the conditions of Theorem 5.1.7
and Proposition 5.2.8 are satisfied the family θ̂rS(L(G)). The condition (MS3) is satisfied by
Theorem 4.4.11, and the other conditions, including one for Proposition 5.2.8, follow from the
interpolation formula of Lr.
The discussion on the interpolation property of L(G) is postponed to Subsection 5.4,
since we first need to classify the Artin representations of G, which we will treat in the next
subsection.
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5.3 Congruence between special values of L-functions
In this subsection, we want to discuss the concrete congruences between special values of L-
functions, which can be deduced from the work of current paper. We keep the notation from
the previous subsection. In particular, we will focus on the characters
χr : A
×
Mr
−→ C× (5.3.1)
that are constructed from a character χ0 of an imaginary quadratic field, as described in
Remark 5.2.12.
We will consider two families of congruences. A special case of the first family of congru-
ences was studied in [18], but the proof was conditional. Here we have unconditional result
which holds in general. The second family arises from main result in Theorem 4.4.11, which
illustrates the non-commutative nature of the transfer congruence. Indeed, they are congru-
ence between special values of L-functions of different degrees, while the family of L-functions
considered in the commutative Iwasawa have the same degree.
Let us first describe the irreducible representations of G with finite image on a Qp-vector
space. The classification we give here can be verified easily from the character theory of finite
groups, but we simply state the results. For each r, there is an irreducible representation
ρr : G→ GLϕ(pr)(Qp) (5.3.2)
of dimension ϕ(pr), where ϕ is the Euler totient function. It is the representation induced
from a character ηr of Gr which we define now.
Definition 5.3.3. Define a character ηr of Gr to be a lift of any character
Gal(Mr(m
1
pr )/Mr)→ Q×p (5.3.4)
whose order is exactly pr.
The representation ρr is independent of the choice of ηr, and it can be in fact defined
over Z. All the other irreducible representations of G are constructed by twisting ρr. Precisely
speaking, for an irreducible representation ρ ofG on a finite dimensionalQp-vector space, there
exists a one dimensional character ξ of G such that ρ is of the form ρr⊗ ξ for some r. On the
other hand, if we have two characters ξ1 and ξ2 of G, then ρr ⊗ ξ1 is isomorphic to ρr ⊗ ξ2 if
and only if the restrictions of ξ1 and ξ2 to Gr are the same.
Apart from the irreducible ones, we will consider
σr : G→ GLϕ(pr)(Qp) (5.3.5)
which is the representation induced from the trivial character of Gr. Of course, σr can be
defined over Z, and it decomposes into the sum of ϕ(pr) one dimensional representations
over Qp.
Both ρr and σr are defined over Z, and it makes sense to ask if they are congruent modulo
p. Indeed, one can easily see that they are congruent modulo p, so we expect a congruence
between canonically normalized special values of the corresponding twists of an L-function.
In other words, if we let
L(χ0, ρ, s) (5.3.6)
be the complex L-function of χ0 twisted by ρ, then the special values of
L(χ0, σr, s), and L(χ0, ρr, s) (5.3.7)
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at critical points are expected to be congruent modulo p, after normalizing them in a canonical
way. From Artin’s formalism, we have
L(χ0, ρr) = L(χr, ηr, s) (5.3.8)
and
L(χ0, σr) = L(χr, s) (5.3.9)
so we use our p-adic L-functions Lr(χr) to deduce the desired congruences.
Definition 5.3.10. Define
L(χ0, ρr, n) =
∫
Zr
ηrκ̂
ndLr(χ0) (5.3.11)
and
L(χ0, σr, n) =
∫
Zr
κ̂ndLr(χ0) (5.3.12)
where κ is the norm character defined in (3.7.10).
For n = 1, 2, · · · , k − 1, we see from the interpolation formula (3.8.9) that L(χ0, ρr, n)
and L(χ0, σr, n) are the normalized special values of L(χ0, ρr, n) and L(χ0, σ0, n), respectively.
Theorem 5.3.13. With the notation as above, we have
L(χ0, ρr, n) ≡ L(χ0, σr, n) (mod p) (5.3.14)
for each n = 1, 2, · · · , k − 1.
Proof. Observe first that L(χ0, ρr, n) belongs to Zp, although the character ηr takes values
in Zp(µpr). It is essentially because of the fact that if ηr is of the form g ◦ η′r for some g ∈
Gal(Qp/Qp) and a Qp-valued character η
′
r of Gr, the ρr is the induced representation of
either ηr or η
′
r. Therefore, from the interpolation formula, we see that∫
Zr
ηrκ̂
ndLr(χ0) =
∫
Zr
η′rκ̂
ndLr(χ0) (5.3.15)
for such ηr and η
′
r. Since κ̂ and χ̂0 take values in Z
×
p , and Lr is defined over Zp, it follows
that L(χ0, ρr, n) is contained in Zp. Since ηr is congruent to the trivial character modulo the
maximal ideal of Zp(µpr), the congruence (5.3.14) follows.
Remark 5.3.16. For any modular form with weight at least 2, the congruence similar to
(5.3.14) is expected to hold. Indeed, it was verified numerically in [6] for an elliptic curve
with (p, r) = (5, 1), and in [2] for modular forms of weight at least 4 with (p, r) = (3, 1).
Here we provide a theoretical proof when the relevant modular form is of CM type. The
interpolation formula of Katz p-adic L-function given here and the interpolation formula of
[2] are compared in [18] for r = 1 case, but the comparison for r ≥ 1 is similar. The problem
with our previous approach in [18] was that the interpolation formula of Katz p-adic L-
function was not the same as the prediction from the non-commutative Iwasawa theory. It
is why the author had to introduce Hypothesis 4 in [18]. On the other hand, the numerical
values obtained in [2] and [6] suggest that the prediction by the non-commutative Iwasawa
theory is the correct one. By dividing out Ualg when we define the p-adic L-function in
Definition 3.8.1, we obtain the p-adic L-function that is compatible with the prediction of the
non-commutative Iwasawa theory.
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Now we discuss the second family of congruences which arises from the transfer congruence
of Theorem 4.4.11. In order to do so, we first study the effect of composing the transfer
homomorphism to the character ηr.
Lemma 5.3.17. Let r ≥ 2, and let ηr be any character as in Definition 5.3.3. Let η′r−1 be
the composition of ηr ◦ verr, where verr is the transfer homomorphism
verr : G
ab
r−1 −→ Gabr . (5.3.18)
Then ηr−1 is of order exactly p
r−1, and satisfies the condition of Definition 5.3.3. Namely, η′r−1
is a lift of a character
Gal(Mr−1(m
1
pr−1 )/Mr−1) −→ Q×p (5.3.19)
whose order is exactly pr−1.
Proof. It can be verified easily using the power residue symbol. Let q be any prime of Mr
which is prime to p · m. Let q be the cardinality of the residue field of Mr at q. Consider
the pr-th power residue symbol (
m
q
)
pr
∈ µpr ⊂Mr (5.3.20)
which is characterized by the property that(
a
q
)
pr
≡ a q−1pr (mod q) (5.3.21)
for every a ∈ OMr relatively prime to p and the residue characteristic of q. If we interpret the
power residue symbol as a character of Zr using ideal theoretic Artin reciprocity map, then it
is of order exactly pr, giving rise to ηr. Now a proof of the lemma is reduced to the assertion
that ∏
q|l
(
m
q
)
pr
=
(m
l
)
pr−1
(5.3.22)
holds for each prime l of Mr−1 prime to p ·m.
Let l be the cardinality of the residue field of Mr−1 at l. We prove the above equality by
dividing it into two cases. If l splits in Mr, then the residue field of any q dividing l will be
the same as l. Therefore, the left hand side of (5.3.22) is equal to∏
q|l
m
l−1
pr = m
l−1
pr−1 (5.3.23)
modulo q, so we obtain (5.3.22). If l is inert in Mr, then q = l
p, and the left hand side of
(5.3.22) is
m
lp−1
pr =
(
m
l−1
pr−1
)b
(5.3.24)
where b is given by
b =
1 + l + · · ·+ lp−1
p
. (5.3.25)
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We claim that b is congruent to 1 modulo pr−1, which will imply (5.3.22). The key fact is
that l is congruent to 1 modulo pr−1, because the residue field at l contains all pr−1-th roots
of unity. Once we observe this, we can write l = 1 + apr−1 with an integer a. Applying the
binomial expansion to each powers of l and rearranging the sum, we obtain the expression
1 + l + · · ·+ lp−1 = p+ (1 + 2 + · · ·+ p− 1) · apr−1 + a′ · p2r−2 (5.3.26)
for some integer a′. Since r ≥ 2, we have 2r − 3 ≥ r − 1, and since p is odd p divides 1 + 2 +
· · ·+ p− 1. Therefore b is congruent to 1 modulo pr−1.
As a consequence of the previous lemma, we establish the second family of congruences.
Theorem 5.3.27. For each r ≥ 2, we have the congruence
L(χ0, ρr, n) ≡ L(χ0, ρr−1, n) (mod p) (5.3.28)
for any integer n.
Proof. Since
L(χ0, ρr, n) ≡ L(χ0, ρr, n′) (mod p). (5.3.29)
for any pair of integers n and n′, the congruence is insensitive to a choice of n. So we lose
no generality by taking n = 0. The assertion of the theorem will follow from the observation
that for any λ ∈ Tr, where Tr is the trace ideal of Λ(Gabr ), we have∫
Gabr
ηrdλ ∈ pZp (5.3.30)
provided that we know a priori the fact that the value on the left hand side belongs to Zp. If
we take
λ = Lr(χr)− verr (Lr−1(χr−1)) (5.3.31)
then the assertion of the theorem will follow from combining (5.3.30) with Lemma 5.3.17.
We now prove (5.3.30). Observe first that for any g ∈ Gal(Mr/Mr−1), g acts on both Gabr
and the values of the character ηr, and the action is equivariant in the following sense. For
any such g and z ∈ Gabr , we have
ηr(g · z) = ηr(z)g. (5.3.32)
From the characterization of Tr given in Proposition 4.4.26, it follows that (5.3.30) holds.
Remark 5.3.33. We note that the congruence (5.3.28) shows a genuinely non-abelian charac-
teristic, being a congruence between L-functions of different degree.
Remark 5.3.34. The author tried to compute the L-values to numerically verify the congruence
(5.3.28), without any success. If we allow k to be at least 3, then the Euler product converges
for at least one critical point, so one is able to obtain a series converging to L(χ0, ρr, k)
from Euler product. However, for r = 2 case, which is the smallest among the relevant, the
conductor of the L-function will be at least N · pp(2p−3), where N is the conductor of χ0. The
conductors at primes dividingm, and the conductor arising from ramification in Qp(m
1/pr)/Qp
need to be multiplied to this to obtain the actual conductor, which is bound to be very large.
If we look at the table of CM elliptic curves, the smallest one for which 3 is good ordinary is
the unique CM elliptic curve of conductor 121. It follows that the conductor of L(χ0, ρ2, s) is
at least 121 · 39, which is greater than two million. It seems to the author that the numerical
verification of (5.3.28) for modular forms, either of CM type or not, is a challenge from the
computational point of view.
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5.4 The interpolation formula for L(G)
In this subsection, we discuss the interpolation formula for L(G) and compare it with the
prediction of non-commutative Iwasawa theory. First we recall the meaning of the value of
an element Θ ∈ K1(Λ(G)S) at a representation of G on a finite dimensional Qp-vector space.
Throughout, ρ will denote a representation of G of the form
ρ = ρr ⊗ ξ (5.4.1)
where the ρr is the irreducible representation introduced in (5.3.2), and ξ is a finite order
character of Gab. Recall that κ was defined to be the adelic norm character, whose p-adic
avatar was denoted by κ̂. In the paragraphs following Lemma 3.3 of [3], it is defined how to
define, for each integer n, the value of Θ at the representation ρκ̂n. We denote the value as∫
G
ρκ̂ndΘ (5.4.2)
which is meant to give hints to the interpretation of Θ as a measure in the commutative case.
Remark 5.4.3. In the literature, one often writes a representation of G as ρφn, where φ is
the restriction of κ̂ to the cyclotomic Zp-extension of Q. In fact, as one can see easily from
our description of irreducible representation of G given after Definition 5.3.3, these make no
difference when r ≥ 1.
As one can expect from our construction of L(G), the interpolation formula of L(G)
is determined by the interpolation formula of Lr given in (3.8.9), and our intention is to
provide an interpolation formula in terms of intrinsic invariants of ρ and n, which do not
involve the intermediates fields. Unfortunately, we will have to leave some factors involve the
intermediate fields, and we will contend ourselves by comparing the interpolating factors with
those predicted by the non-commutative Iwasawa theory. To make the computation simpler,
we will assume:
(Inert) Every prime divisor of m is inert in M0.
Recall that we write ρ in the form ρ = ρr⊗ ξ. We fix a character ηr of Gabr whose induced
representation of ρr. Also, we denote by ξr the restriction of ξ to G
ab
r . We will identify the
adelic characters with Galois characters using the Artin reciprocity maps in this subsection.
Let us consider the periods Ω∞ appearing in the interpolation formula (3.8.9). For each
r, let Σr be the CM type of Mr. Then Ω∞ is a tuple (Ω∞,σ)σ∈Σr with Ω∞,σ ∈ C× for each σ.
To emphasize the dependence on Mr, we often write Ω∞(Mr) instead of Ω∞. Define Ω ∈ C×
to be
Ω = δ0 · Ω∞(M0). (5.4.4)
The key observation is that we have
σ(δr) · Ω∞,σ(Mr) = Ω (5.4.5)
for every r ≥ 0 and any σ ∈ Σr. Precisely speaking, we can choose the periods so that (5.4.5)
hods, as it was proved in Proposition 5.1 of [18]. For the characters of the form
χ = χrκ
n
r ηrξr (5.4.6)
where χr is constructed by composing the norm map to χ0, the values of n for which χ belongs
the interpolation range are given by
n = 0, 1, 2, · · · , k − 1, (5.4.7)
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and the infinity type of χ is given by
(k − 2n)Σ + (1− c)nΣ (5.4.8)
respectively. Thus we can rewrite the power of Ω∞ appearing in the denominator in (3.8.9)
as
Ω(k−2n)Σ+2nΣ∞ = Ω
kΣδ−kΣr . (5.4.9)
Next we consider the epsilon factors. For the moment, let us view ρ as a representation
on a complex vector space, using the embeddings ip and i∞. Then, for the unique prime p in
the p-adic CM type of Mr, we have
ǫp(0, ηrξrχrκ
n
r , ψp) = κ
nχ0(Cpw(ρ))ǫp(0, ηrξr, ψp) (5.4.10)
where Cpw(ρ) is the pw-part of the conductor of ρ. Define α to be
α = (χr)p(̟p) (5.4.11)
where p is as above and ̟p is the uniformizer at p. If we let ep(ρ) be the p-adic valuation of
Cpw(ρ), then we have
κnχ0(Cpw(ρ)) =
(
α
pn
)ep(ρ)
. (5.4.12)
Next we consider the ratio
L(0, χw)
L(1, χ−1w )
(5.4.13)
appearing in (3.8.9). Let pw be the unique place in the p-adic CM type of M0, and define the
polynomial Ppw(ρ,X) to be the polynomial in X such that
Ppw
(
ρ, p−s
)−1
(5.4.14)
is the Euler factor of the Artin L-function attached to ρ. If ρ is an unramified linear character,
then Ppw(ρ,X) = 1− ρ(φpw)X, where φpw is the (geometric) Frobenius element in the Galois
group. By the elementary argument given in the proof of Lemma 4.2 of [18], we have
L(0, χw) = Ppw
(
ρ,
α
pn
)−1
. (5.4.15)
Similarly, letting ρ∧ be the contragredient of ρ, we have
L(1, χ−1w ) = Ppw
(
ρ∧,
pn−1
α
)−1
. (5.4.16)
Collecting our formulae, for χ of the form (5.4.6), the right hand side of (3.8.9) becomes
LpC(χ, 0) · C∞(χ) · χp(2δ)δ
kΣ
(Im(δ))nΣǫp(0, ηrξr, ψp)
√
|DF|R
· π
nΣΓΣ((k − n)Σ)
ΩkΣ
·
(
pn
α
)ep(ρ)
· Ppw(ρ
∧, p
n−1
α )
Ppw(ρ,
α
pn )
(5.4.17)
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because Mr/Fr is unramified everywhere and C+ = 1 by (Inert). It becomes
LpC(χ, 0) · C∞(χ) · χp(2δ)δ
kΣpep(ρ)
(Im(δ))nΣǫp(0, ηrξr, ψp)
√
|DF|R
· π
nΣΓΣ((k − n)Σ)
ΩkΣ
·
(
pn−1
α
)ep(ρ)
· Ppw(ρ
∧, p
n−1
α )
Ppw(ρ,
α
pn )
(5.4.18)
after a slight modification in the second and fourth factor. The L-function can be written,
using Artin formalism, as
LpC(χ, 0) = LpC(χ0, ρ, k − n), (5.4.19)
where L(χ0, ρ, s) is the L-function of χ0 over M0 twisted by ρ, and C is the norm of C to M0,
and the superscript pC means that the Euler factors at primes dividing pC are removed. The
first factor C∞(χ) is simply 1− αp2k, which is in fact independent of ρ.
The resulting interpolation formula still involves intermediate fields, but the author is not
able to give other form of interpolation formula, which looks substantially nicer than this,
and would like to give some remarks on the interpolation factors. The last two factors are
what appear in the conjectural interpolation formula of non-commutative p-adic L-function
given in [3]. The first factor, which is a p-adic unit, does not appear therein, but appears in
the interpolation formula of Hida’s three variable Rankin-Selberg p-adic L-function, which is
given in Theorem 1, § 10.4 of [10]. This factor is natural since we worked with all k ≥ 1, which
gives rise to a Hida family. For the second factor, It would be nice to obtain a simpler formula
it, but the author does not know a better one. The third factor consists of the expected
gamma factor and the the archimedean period, and Ω can be identified with the Neron period
of an elliptic curve up to a p-adic unit. Indeed, one can see it from (5.4.4), since Ω∞(M0) is
by definition a Neron period of an elliptic curve, and δ0 is a p-adic unit.
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